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Chapter 251 - War Against the Crowd 

The devilish brat revealed a mouthful of snow white teeth as he warned everyone with a loud voice. 

Anyone that dared to provoke him would be completely eaten. 

How could these words make anyone give up? These people couldn’t hold back their anger any longer. 

They were all either great characters of their sects or talented youth from their regions. All of them 

were extraordinary characters that were difficult to defeat. 

“Young man, you’re way too arrogant. Since you don’t know when to stop, this ancestor will teach you 

how to respect others!” An elder shouted with an overcast expression. He was about to take action. 

“Threaten me again and I’ll really eat you. Don’t make a fool out of yourself!” Shi Hao stared back. 

There were still some people that believed his words. At the very least, there were a few terrestrial 

creatures that felt somewhat disturbed, because they had heard about his past deeds. 

In particular, the purple-clothed girl from the Archaic Divine Mountains -- Yun Xi, was affected. She had 

a faint hunch that the brat was not joking, and that he really was going to flip out violently. 

Those who had been to the Hundred Shattered Mountains and those familiar with his actions within the 

Void God Realm all knew how utterly savage and tough to deal with this fellow was. 

There were just too many that had ran out of their luck after ignoring his warnings. 

The infamous descriptions ‘one who enraged men and deities’ and ‘devilish brat’ weren’t simple jokes. 

They truly represented his might and valiant nature. 

“I have a feeling that someone is going to suffer terribly!” Someone muttered softly. 

However, most people didn’t take him seriously, because the majority of the creatures here were sea 

creatures. They had never heard about his vicious reputation, and saw him only as a child. A noisy 

clamor broke out; all of them wanted to kill him. 

“Let’s kill him, he’s too annoying. An immature youngster even dares to speak so boldly.” 

“What great thief? This all seems like a farce. Hurry up and take him out, I can’t stand this eyesore 

anymore.” 

The sea creatures all berated him. 

“You, the one yelling the loudest... you seem rather tasty. I’ll make a great dish out of you -- Flood 

Dragon stewed in soy sauce!” Shi Hao pointed forward towards a sea Flood Dragon that was over ten 

zhang in length. 

“And your fins... they are perfect shark fins.” He pointed at a Silver Shark king, as if he was picking 

dishes. 

The creatures immediately became enraged. These actions were too unbridled and outrageous! 

Hong! 



Blue waves surged high into the air, and symbols gathered before scattering down like blazing lava. It 

was a terrifying scene. The powerful sea creatures could not hold themselves back any longer and 

dashed forward. 

After seeing that the attackers mainly consisted of battle servants of the ocean deity descendant and 

Elder Flood Dragon, Shi Hao immediately became happy because these would make fine dishes. 

He soared towards the sky and jumped into the league of sea creatures, directly unleashing a slaughter. 

A golden vortex began to swirl around his body. It quickly enlarged, engulfing several of the most 

powerful creatures inside. 

The devilish hands made a circling motion to fiercely suck them in. The golden vortex quickly pulled 

them in, and soon after, he stretched out his fingers. 

Pu, pu... 

The place lit up with bloody light, and the space between these powerful creatures’ eyebrows 

immediately split open. Their frontal bones were all pierced through, killing them all on the spot. 

Among them were ocean Flood Dragons, Silver Sharks and Great Sea Turtles, all of which were things 

that Shi Hao found delicious. Their bodies sparkled with luster, containing powerful spiritual essence 

within. He was absolutely delighted as he collected them into his heaven and earth pouch. 

He then turned towards the other frightening sea creatures. “You guys don’t taste good. Leave.” 

The crowd was dumbfounded. It looked like he was shopping at a market, selectively choosing what he 

wanted. 

“No wonder!” The purple-clothed Yun Xi’s heartbeat accelerated as she marveled with admiration. It 

turns out that this fellow had indeed broken through another limit, and that was why he dared to fight 

like this. His strength was incredible. 

A strange feeling suddenly rose within her. Could it be that the events within the Hundred Shattering 

Mountains were going to be repeated? Was this savage kid going to scare off all other creatures every 

time he appeared? 

However, this was not the same as that small world, because all of these experts had enormous powers 

backing them. Not only were there pure-blooded creatures, there were also forefathers of sects and 

supreme experts. Could he scare these people off as well? Even the thought of it was crazy. 

“You dare!” 

Up on the grand altar, Mo Shang, the ocean race descendant shouted. One of his fighting servants had 

been killed and taken into Shi Hao’s heaven and earth pouch as food. 

He stood firmly on the magnificent altar without moving a single step. The halberd in his hand, however, 

hacked towards Shi Hao. A resplendent light descended with honglonglong sounds, as if a golden 

torrential flood was surging. 

The crowd was horrified. Mo Shang was too powerful! No wonder he remained undefeated during these 

past two years. He was unrivalled in this sea area, and this strike alone demonstrated his strength. 



Hong! 

However, to everyone’s surprise, Shi Hao did not evade but instead struck out with his fist. Golden 

symbols surrounded his fist as it tore through the golden waves. 

Mo Shang’s strike could destroy batches of mighty beings at the Spirit Transformation level and scare off 

countless cultivators. He was undefeated at this cultivation level, yet his strike this time did not produce 

any results. It was blocked by Shi Hao’s fist, and the force behind this attack was defused. 

For the past two years, apart from Han Tian of the Flaming Fish clan, no one else had been able to meet 

him head on. Now, however, another person was able to do this, moreover someone so young. This 

scene immediately surprised many of the spectators. 

Even Mo Shang was astonished. He had encountered Shi Hao two years ago, and conflict had sparked 

between the two. However, back then, the other party was not his equal, and if they had fought to the 

death, Mo Shang was confident that he could kill Shi Hao. 

Yet Shi Hao was now so terrifying, fending off his strike. He revealed a look of surprise, but he was still 

not afraid. He believed that he was invincible within this sea area, and even if the supreme experts 

dared to challenge him, they would still still face his severe and terrifying retaliation. 

He was sure that he could defeat and kill any opponent at the Spirit Transformation level! 

“Come here and accept death!” He stood motionlessly on the altar and looked down at Shi Hao, telling 

the latter to stretch out his neck for execution. This was truly a domineering attitude. 

Mo Shang did not seem to care about Shi Hao’s display of power at all. He stood his ground firmly, 

exuding the aura of a ruling tyrant! 

“Who the hell do you think you are, telling me what to do? Crawl over and die.” Shi Hao shoot him a 

look of contempt. 

The crowd was taken aback. This was Mo Shang we were talking about here, and he was the unrivalled 

descendant of a Sea Deity! Even those supreme experts were scared of him, not willing to make him 

their enemy. 

Yet now, a savage brat acted so boldly and fearlessly, telling the sea deity descendant to come down 

and die in front of everyone. 

Mo Shang’s expression was ice cold. No one had ever dared to mock him like this before. During these 

past two years, no one dared to stand in his way, because they didn’t dare fight him. 

However, he did not step down from the altar. The Kun Peng nest had already began to crack, and an 

opportunity was going to present itself at any moment. Below him was a battle platform, and he was 

currently standing guard here. He did not want to be caught off guard by leaving this place. 

“You killed my brother and even dare to speak such arrogant nonsense. There’s nothing that can grant 

you forgiveness, so had over your life!”Finally, another terrifying expert stepped out. He came from the 

Archaic Divine Mountains’ young experts and possessed an intimidating aura. 



He was a pure-blooded creature, and was the older brother of Qing Yun. His cultivation realm exceeded 

the Spiritual Transformation level, but it was being suppressed by the Kun Peng nest’s fluctuations. His 

head of green hair fluttered about, and within his eyes, it was as if streaks of lightning were flying about. 

“Young master, do not be so angry. Let this old servant go in your place.” 

An elder from the Archaic Divine Mountains shouted. He was originally an archaic descendant, and was 

currently in human form. However, he still appeared similarly tyrannical. His pupils were gold, flowing 

with golden radiance. 

As an old servant, he naturally had to show his support. He immediately attacked Shi Hao. His palm 

turned into the size of a small mountain, hiding the sky and covering the earth as it slammed into the 

sea region. 

Everyone felt a shiver run down their backs. This creature was powerful, and was definitely of a 

formidable race. If not for the cultivation restriction here, the heavens might have been completely 

covered by its enormous body. 

“Golden and large hairy claws, could it be a mountain cat? Their meat taste sour and absolutely 

terrible.” Shi Hao mumbled without fear. 

He soared into the sky, and a black body of water surged behind him. An enormous fish appeared, and 

its black symbols gathered to form a mountainous mass, blocking out the sunlight. 

“Kun Peng’s precious technique!” Some people immediately cried out loudly. They thought that he 

obtained the matchless divine ability. 

“It was developed on his own, different from the unrivalled archaic technique. There is a clear 

difference.” A supreme expert spoke, immediately calming everyone down. 

Even though it was as such, the appearance of this precious technique still caused great changes. The 

world seemed to have lost color, and everyone began to tremble inwardly from the extraordinary might 

being released. 

The black expanse of water was constructed from symbols, and so was the humongous black fish. It 

immediately caused the ocean waves to rush into the heavens, submerging the great golden claw in the 

sky. 

Ah... 

A gloomy roar sounded. The old servant’s body was struck violently and sent flying. His entire arm was 

badly mutilated, and as blood flew everywhere, even the whiteness of his bones could be seen. 

Everyone became completely shocked. This was only a single exchange, yet such a powerful old servant 

was defeated. It was worth mentioning that he came from the Archaic Divine Mountains, so his strength 

was definitely shocking. 

The scene in front of their eyes was enough to make everyone go mad. This youth’s ridiculous strength 

was truly no joke! He was able to act like such a little savage because he had confidence in his strength. 



The land creatures that knew about the events within the Hundred Shattering Mountains and Void God 

Realm had absolutely stunned expressions, as if they had seen ghosts. 

They originally believed that his performance here wouldn’t be that dazzling. After all, there were old 

ancestors, nobles with deep cultivation, pure-blooded creatures and many others that came from all 

different places. He was so small, and it should have been difficult for him to act so aggressively. 

However, who knew that he would suddenly rise again?! 

Moreover, he was still so powerful. It made those that knew about him prior to this sigh in admiration. 

At the same time, quite a few people felt that things turned out as expected. This savage youth was able 

to establish unconventional records one after another, because this was just his natural style. 

Could it be that he was going to forcefully push back everyone again? Thinking about this possibility 

immediately made these people’s expressions turn strange. They couldn’t help but look towards those 

clan ancestors and unrivalled supreme experts. 

Any one of these creatures could shake the great earth with a just a stamp of their feet. Those supreme 

experts in particular were known to be powerful beyond belief. Ordinarily, they would remain within the 

Archaic Divine Mountains, being absolutely unrivalled within their region. 

If this crowd was actually hunted down by a single savage child, then that would simply be a miracle. It 

was too preposterous; what kind of changes would such a thing bring about? The terrestrial creatures all 

felt their heartbeats speeding up. They mulled over these things, and once this possibility rose in their 

minds, many of them felt a strange type of excitement. 

Hou... Divine Mountain servant roared loudly. Ocean waters soared into the heavens, as if waterfalls 

cascaded down from the nine heavens. 

It turned back into its original form. A golden body travelled on the ocean surface and pounced over. 

Symbols flickered around its entire body as it rushed murderously to fight the devilish brat to death. 

“It really is a mountain cat! But you don’t taste good, so what do I do?” Shi Hao widened his large eyes, 

revealing a conflicted expression. With a loud roar, the black sea behind him became even more vast. 

The enormous fish soared up and smashed into that mountainous cat. 

Peng 

All of the symbols were scattered, and the enormous golden cat was sent flying by the large fish. Its 

bones snapped and its muscles were torn. The old servant’s body was badly mutilated and his injuries 

were so severe that it seemed like he was going to die right there. 

This kind of power and force from Shi Hao immediately stupefied numerous creatures. 

“I don’t want to eat you. Stop irritating me.” In the end, he only spoke this sentence. He did not chase 

after that old servant, instead looked at the green-haired youth and ocean deity descendant Mo Shang 

with interest. In the end, he also glanced at towards the Elder Flood Dragon. 

The sea was quiet, and at that moment, every expert here felt their heart rate spike sharply. 



Chapter 252 - Incredible Young Experts 

The blue sea rose and fell, as the crowd remained completely silent. The youth was so ridiculously 

powerful that even Mo Shang and Han Tian could not absolutely suppress him now. His actions greatly 

disturbed all creatures in this sea! 

Where did this young unrivalled talent come from? No one had anticipated it. 

“Wei, the whole staring thing won’t work on me. I’m not some crying sissy.” Shi Hao looked sideways at 

the green-haired man, completely unaffected by the latter’s hostility. 

With a weng sound, the sea surface began to shake and tremble violently. The green-haired man took 

action with an incredibly chilly gaze. He was a powerful pure-blooded creature, so he possessed a 

certain degree of pride and prestige. 

He had cultivated for many years with peerless strength. As one of the inheritors of the Archaic divine 

mountain, he had opened nine heavenly passages and studied many divine abilities. As a result, his 

strength was incredible. 

Green symbols covered his entire body. A divine bird cried out, its bright and verdant feathers 

unleashing an endless green flame that blotted out the sky. It dove down from the skies straight towards 

Shi Hao. This was the manifestation of the Green Luan’s divine ability. 

Shi Hao dared not treat this attack carelessly. This was a tough opponent that he could not overlook. 

Both of his hands moved in a rowing motion, causing his symbols to interweave into a sea of lightning. . 

A pair of purplish-golden discs emerged from within, rumbling towards the divine bird in a crushing 

motion. 

After entering the Spirit Transformation level, Shi Hao’s understanding and application of symbols had 

undoubtedly improved rapidly, enabling him to derive bone texts and precious techniques with much 

less difficulty. 

This was an evolution of the Suan Ni’s precious techniques, and it was an unconventional extension 

created from Shi Hao’s thorough understanding of the divine ability. He was eager to become stronger, 

ambitiously hoping to establish an absolutely peerless techniques one day. 

The enormous discs turned slowly inside the monstrous sea of lightning and emitted a terrifying aura as 

it crushed towards the divine bird. The discs and the bird then collided, giving off splendid light. 

Everything was shattered in the end. The green-haired man backed, panting for air while blood 

streamed down from the corner of his mouth. It was a humiliating defeat; his long years of cultivation 

was nothing to this teenage boy. 

He was a pure-blooded creature who could easily sweep through his powerful peers each time he left 

the Archaic Divine Mountains. Those creatures from archaic clans and ancient countries were far from 

being his match. 

“Ah!” Roared the green-haired young man. His eyes turned cold as his killing intent surged into the 

heavens! 



His body illuminated. Creatures emerged from his heavenly passages one after another and circled 

around him. The act of revealing those spiritual bodies signified that he was going to unleash multiple 

great abilities at the same time and attack with them together. 

Shi Hao frowned and summoned his ten heavenly passages. They linked up into a splendid divine ring 

and revolved around him like divine suns, making him appear rather terrifying. 

“What?” Many people cried out in surprise, especially those sea creatures since they did not know about 

Shi Hao’s past deeds. Seeing his ten heavenly passages now, they immediately dubbed him a young 

deity of heaven. 

Shi Hao was also nourishing spirits in his heavenly passages, but only two of them contained spirits with 

physical forms. The others only contained his willpower and divine force, nothing tangible. 

He only had two divine powers at the moment, being the Kun Peng and Suan Ni respectively. 

Even so, his strength had not been affected. Ten impenetrable heavenly passages linked into a divine 

sun and condensed the power within the void. 

“Freeze!” 

The air seemed to freeze under his loud shout as the ten heavenly passages linked together. Divine force 

merged with his spiritual core, creating an inexhaustible flow of essence that spread to form a domain. 

The green-haired young man was shocked. He felt like he was bogged down inside a quagmire, and all 

his spirited creatures were even more so confined in place, unable to dash forward. These were the 

spiritual embodiments of his great divine abilities that he summoned to attack his opponent, yet in the 

end, they all lost effectiveness! 

“Ten heavenly passages, he has ten heavenly passages!” The blue sea was greatly disturbed. All of the 

sea creatures were shaken and horrified. 

“See? I knew that this savage brat was going to do something ridiculous.” The terrestrial creatures that 

knew about him previously couldn’t help but sigh. However, at the same time, they were waiting 

expectantly to see if he was bold enough to challenge the elders. 

“Open!” 

The green-haired young man shouted. He jumped up into the sky and turned into a Green Luan, trying 

hard to get rid of this constraint. His body shone all over as he flapping his wings violently. 

Alongside him, the archaic divine birds and vicious beasts he created also began to roar and struggle. 

These spirited entities were all trying to break free from this domain as well. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao stepped forward. The divine ring surrounded him, making him look like like he was standing in a 

splendid sun. His entire body was flourishing with brilliant light as he walked on the sea surface, quickly 

getting closer. A great power erupted, shaking even the skies. 

Peng, peng... 



Following the violent exploding sounds, the archaic creatures materialized from the Green Luan’s divine 

abilities all dissipated. All of them fell under Shi Hao’s fist, with not a single one able to escape 

destruction. 

The Green Luan coughed out large amounts of blood in the air. With the destruction of his spiritual 

bodies, his physical body also became badly damaged. It would be quite some time before he could fully 

recover and summon his spirited body again. 

All of his thoughts now were on escaping, because he finally realized why this youth was so ‘savage’ and 

dared to challenged the everyone. He was truly a supreme youth, and there was no other reason 

needed! 

He sighed inwardly. Such a talent was rarely seen even within the Archaic Divine Mountains. One he 

appeared in the outside world, he would definitely become an unprecedented existence. Individuals like 

Shi Hao were destined for fame and glory. 

Chi! 

He finally shook free from the imprisonment and flew high up into the sky. Breaking free from the ten 

heavenly passage ring’s suppression and escaping was still a type of terrifying power. 

Unfortunately, he was not able to completely escape. 

A Kun Peng flew out from one of the heavenly passages in the divine ring. It quickly enlarged and spread 

its wings to pursue the Green Luan. It was shockingly large. 

The crowd in the distance shouted in surprise. Some of them even though that the Kun Peng nest had 

opened and the real inheritance had appeared. 

Two divine birds faced off in the sky, colliding violently. 

Pu! 

Blood splashed outwards as the Kun Peng sliced off one of the Green Luan’s wings, descending with its 

spoils in hand. Meanwhile, the Green Luan tumbled and fell on the sea surface some distance away. A 

group of experts immediately surrounded him in protection. 

From among them, an older creatures looked over in this directions. Divine flames seemed to surge each 

time his eyes opened and closed, which was terrifying to look at. 

Many were astonished. Could that be a supreme expert? Even if he wasn’t, his cultivation wasn’t far 

from it. Even though one’s cultivation was suppressed here, their temperament and aura would not 

change. 

“Ai, not Green Luan meat again. Last time I ate through the night with that fatty. I’ve had enough of it.” 

The devilish brat grumbled. He seemed rather fussy, but in the end, he reluctantly put the giant green 

wing in his heaven and earth pouch. 

The group on the opposing side watched him coldly. Their killing desire surged towards him like a 

torrent. They were creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains, yet they were now treated like prey! 



“Stop staring. If you hadn’t messed with me in the first place, things wouldn’t turn out this way. I’m not 

your punching bag, so why should I tolerate your bullying? If you want to be my enemy, then you should 

also be prepared to die,” said Shi Hao. 

After all that had happened, there weren’t many that were still willing to attack. Even groups that were 

as powerful as the Archaic Divine Mountain alliance were hesitating. The devilish brat was just too 

savage. 

Someone sighed among the Archaic divine mountain members. It was quite likely that only if the genius 

that left for the great wastelands came back would they be able to fight this savage youth in this 

cultivation realm. 

Shi Hao turned to face the sea area in the distance. An old man with both gray hair and clothes was 

currently sizing him up. 

Shi Hao watched him with a peculiar interest. He felt like he ransacked this old man two years ago when 

he worked together with that little witch. Could it be that the Elder Flood Dragon brought his physical 

body here instead of the spirited one this time? 

“Hei hei...” He began to laugh amusingly. Even the mightiest expert of a region had been robbed by him 

and the little witch. 

The Elder Flood Dragon was a bit irritated. What the hell was this devilish brat looking at? They still had 

old scores to settle, yet Shi Hao was staring at him like this, truly making him want to spit out blood. 

Soon after, the devilish brat turned around and walked towards the grand altar in the distance. He 

looked at the Sea Deity descendant and said, "Why do you always have to try and look cool? You’ve 

been standing still up there this entire time, aren’t you tired?” 

Mo Shang’s stone cold face remained unchanged. He did not speak a word, but the halberd in his hand 

had already pointed at the center of Shi Hao’s forehead. He was fearless, even after witnessing Shi Hao’s 

mightiness. He was confident that he was unrivalled in this sea. 

Shi Hao did not respond, but rather circled around the altar. Symbols flickered around his body, sending 

all sea creatures who came close flying. 

"This altar looks nice. Why don’t you come down and let me stand there for a while?” The devilish brat 

asked. He realized that the altar was a battle platform, and once the Kun Peng nest cracked open, this 

platform would give him a great advantage. 

Not only could it be used for battle, the altar could also serve as a form of transportation. With all the 

symbols engraved on it, the altar could instantly send someone to their destination. 

"Do you wish to die? Get up here and hand over your life!” Said Mo Shang coldly. 

He was wearing a golden armor around his tall and straight body, standing there like a god. Blue hair 

hung loosely, and shining piercing eyes stared at him. He possessed an aura that was difficult to put into 

words. 

Shi Hao did not mind his words at all. He was asked with a serious expression, "What is your original 

form? Is it a fish, a turtle, or a flood dragon? Does it taste good?” 



The crowd in the distance was dumbfounded. This guy was outrageously daring, and was at the same 

time a true foodie. Why did he always choose opponents as if he was picking cooking ingredients?! 

Surprise swept over everybody’s face. Even the lurking elders were startled. This savage kid truly 

unbelievable, but he really was powerful. 

That was the Sea Deity descendant he was talking to, who had been unrivalled till now. Who else would 

dare to ask such question? The reason that Shi Hao asked about his original form, was clearly to see 

whether or not he would taste good. 

"Get your ass over here and die!” Growled Mo Shang. The great halberd struck directly from high above 

towards Shi Hao, trying to cut through him like a vegetable. 

This was a form anger, but also a type of arrogance. His eyes were ice cold, containing within them self-

importance and pride. Light erupted into the heavens from his golden armor. 

The halberd created wuwu sounds as it suddenly extended over ten zhang in length. It struck down on 

Shi Hao’s head, filling the air with symbols. A deathly aura immediately shook the blue sea. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao returned a similarly terrifying attack. His right fist made contact with the halberd, creating a 

deafening metallic sound. The resulting explosion caused the tidal waves to surge magnificently and 

symbols to burn ferociously. 

The crowd held their breath as they watched this battle. 

The first strikes were well-matched in strength. The golden halberd was fended off, and neither of them 

gained the advantage. All sorts of symbols flew high into the air, disturbing the heaven and earth and 

creating thunderous sounds. n/-𝓸(/𝓥).𝗲)/1-.𝚋-(1(/n 

Mo Shang’s face remained cold as he waved his golden halberd again. He swept towards his opponent 

with wide motions and tremendous strength. 

Shi Hao evaded the attack and suddenly lept up. He dashed towards the altar, and ten heavenly 

passages once again linked into a blazing sun, surrounding and protecting him. He successfully made it 

to the top. 

It was a duel two at the absolute peak. These two incredible talents fought on top of the magnificent 

altar. A myriad of mysterious symbols flickered as they arranged themselves in the air. 

They had both used their strongest divine abilities for this deadly duel. It was a fierce struggle between 

two evenly-matched opponents. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s fist hammered down on the halberd, and the other was smashing towards Mo Shang’ face. The 

Sea Deity descendant, however, took on the fist with his hand. 



The impact created a splendid light. It was the first collision their their physical bodies, and the result 

was absolutely dazzling. The entire world seemed to have been devoured by the light, as if two deities 

were fighting. 

"They are so powerful!” Everyone exclaimed. 

The purple-clothed Yun Xi was also surprised. Even someone as savage as the devilish brat had met his 

own match! The sea deity bloodline was indeed formidable and ridiculously strong. 

In fact, the sea creatures were more shaken than the terrestrial ones. Mo Shang was a young deity to 

them, a completely unrivalled being, yet he had now met his match! 

As for the elders, they were also watching with curious eyes. These two youth were too talented. At 

such a young age, they already had the power to shake mountains and seas. They were deserved to be 

called proud sons of heaven. 

Hong! 

The two seemed have turned into golden divine beings as they released splendid light. The violent 

collision had been completely flooded by the golden light. 

It was a incredibly intense battle that attracted everyone’s attention. No matter what the result turned 

out to be, Shi Hao’s reputation had been risen greatly in this sea. Being able to confront and fight Mo 

Shang as his equal was a deed that astonished everyone. 

This sea would surely become chaotic, and all sea creatures will remember his name. 

Kacha! 

A terrifying sound suddenly broke out, and the blue sea was shaken violently. Tidal waves surged high 

into the sky. An indescribable fluctuation filled the air, as if a supreme being had been resurrected. 

“It’s cracking open! The Kun Peng nest is about to open!” The crowd all shouted loudly in surprise. 

On the island, the giant black ancient nest was radiating splendidly, turning golden in color. With loud 

rumbling sounds, it now truly began to split open. 

The gap was growing wider, and the nest was disintegrating! 

Chapter 253 - Great Duel 

The black nest was incredibly vast, almost like a demonic archaic mountain. Right now, it had turned 

completely golden, and giant cracks began to appear one after another. 

It had stood tall throughout these endless years within the ocean islands. No one could breach inside, 

and only today did it finally completely break open. The spectating crowd was so moved that they began 

to tremble. 

Wasn’t everything that everyone did until now for the sake of that glorious and world-shattering 

precious technique? 



A great commotion immediately broke out in this ocean region. None of these creatures could wait any 

longer. All of them felt their blood boiling as they prepared to enter at any time to clash in battle. 

Even the creatures that could only stand in the distance before fearlessly rushed over. The sea surface 

immediately became packed, with figures everywhere. 

All types of powerful creatures appeared, engulfing the blue sea with killing intent. Even the unrivalled 

supreme experts have shown themselves, no longer keeping themselves hidden. A great battle was 

unavoidably going to take place! 

The Kun Peng nest continuously cracked, and the openings became wider and wider. 

However, after reaching a certain point, the ancient nest once again stabilized. Rumbling sounds echoed 

from within, as if a supreme being was regaining consciousness and the heavenly dao was resonating 

with it. 

Everyone believed that they didn’t have to wait much longer, and that it was going to completely split 

open. 

On the altar, those two figures continued their intense duel. It was incomparably fierce, and all types of 

symbols were interweaving. While immersed in dazzling divine light, those two incredible youth’s fight 

had reached its climax. 

Shi Hao’s fist collided with that golden halberd. All types of divine symbols burst forth, as if a volcano 

was erupting. Powerful golden waves immediately swept in all directions. 

“Kill!” Mo Shang shouted loudly. His head of blue hair stood erect, and his pupils were as sharp as 

lightning. His golden armor shone, and his entire body surged with a fighting aura that shook everything 

in all directions. 

He leapt into the air, and the great halberd in his hand became even more resplendent as it pierced 

towards Shi Hao’s chest. Waves of rumbling sounds were released one after another, releasing 

deafening kengqiang sounds. 

Dang! 

Another thunderous sound rang out. Shi Hao avoided the halberd’s edge, and smashed his fist on the 

golden halberd’s pole, making it continuously shake. He unleashed an absolutely crazy amount of power 

to break this precious artifact. 

Zheng zheng noises sounded. The golden halberd released golden wave-like fluctuations that affected 

the surrounding blue sea, terrifying the crowd. 

With a hong sound, waves rushed into the heavens. It soared hundreds of thousands of zhang into the 

air, completely submerging this place. The symbols in the air seemed as if they were burning with raging 

flames. 

The two youngsters continued to fight ferociously. Symbols gushed out from their palms and fighters, 

fiercely colliding with only a golden halberd separating them. It was as if two supreme deities were 

fighting to the death. 



Everyone became stupefied. These two youth were too ridiculously powerful! Their fight actually 

reached such a level, making them absolutely horrified. If they participated in a fight like this, they 

would probably immediately explode. 

They were simply not in the same league as these two. This was what fighting at the highest level truly 

meant. Their bodies’ spiritualization and true self reformation have both reached the legendary state. 

This was a domain of deities, so how could ordinary cultivators participate? Only youngsters that would 

eventually turn into deities belonged here, for they reached the absolute limit of legends. 

A metallic sound was emitted. All of the symbols between heaven and earth began to rumble with noise. 

The golden halberd was blasted into the air, and tremendous divine golden radiance burst forth. 

The two youth jumped like divine apes, moved about like flood dragons, and soared through the skies 

like eagles. Their movements were all as swift as lightning, and in a split second they had exchanged 

numerous moves. They continuously collided into each other. 

This battle was dangerous and fierce. A simple mistake could decide everything! This was a direct clash 

of symbols, a fierce contest of precious technique, and most importantly a life and death battle of their 

physical bodies. 

En? 

Many people were affected by the golden halberd and were smashed into the sky. There were a few 

experts whose pupils flickered with intelligent glints; they all knew that this was a supreme treasure. 

There were people who suspected that this was an ancient magical artifact. Some even though that it 

might be something left behind by the sea deity, only that it is currently sealed. 

Chi 

Blazing multicolored light illuminated the skies. Several figures simultaneously rose up into the skies to 

seize that golden halberd. They wanted to use this opportunity to take it for themselves. 

It was clear that the people who moved were powerful experts, or else how would they dare? 

Long long 

A muffled sound was released. With a seemingly endless amount of symbols, it smashed down with a 

force that could prop up the heavens. In addition, killing intent surged poured out. 

The golden radiance blocked out the sun, and the killing intent spread, shaking the entire sea. In the sky, 

streak after streak of golden lightning flew across the sky. Someone immediately cried out loudly as 

blood splashed high into the air; they were cut apart. 

The other creatures’ expressions changed greatly. They immediately turned around to leave, because 

even though that battle halberd had been sent flying high into the sky, it was still within Mo Shang’s 

control. He merely didn’t call it back. 

“Daring to set eyes on my weapon, none of you should think about escaping!” The sea deity descendant 

spoke coldly. 



The halberd was like a golden demon god. It erupted with extraordinary symbols and slashed towards 

those individuals. Pu pu sounds could be heard as its divine might caused those people’s bodies to 

explode. 

Everyone trembled greatly. None of them dared to carelessly take action again. 

Hong! 

Mo Shang jumped from the altar and swept out his right leg. It was like a golden tree stump, bringing 

with it the power to smash apart the heaven and earth. He directly aimed at Shi Hao’s neck to take his 

head. 

If he actually received this attack, his head would definitely be smashed into a bloody pulp. His neck 

would be shattered, and that time, he would turn into a headless corpse. 

Shi Hao quickly dodged. He then reached out a hand to grab his ankle to stop his movements. 

“Strike of the Ocean Deity!” Mo Shang shouted loudly. A whirlpool formed around that leg, and his 

entire body spun like a top before rising into the air. Following that, he spat out a streak of terrifying 

light. 

They were formed from symbols, and these mysterious symbols were packed densely. They burned so 

brightly that even the skies seemed to have grown dim. The dazzling light forced everyone else to close 

their eyes, unable to stare stare it head on. 

Shi Hao’s expression changed. The ten heavenly passages shone resplendently and merged into a divine 

ring, locking this place down. It completely froze the light that was aimed at this head, allowing him to 

barely avoid it. 

In addition, he quickly moved behind Mo Shang. After rushing up, he was going to tear his opponent 

apart. 

Hong! 

Mo Shang was quite strong, and so he did everything he could to jump out from this restriction. 

Moreover, his body began to flow with golden symbols, and even his eyes shone similarly. He seemed to 

have turned into a young deity. 

In the next moment, he went completely mad. He called back the golden halberd and summoned an 

attack that was like howling winds and torrential rain to kill Shi Hao. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao also displayed his power. Behind him, the black sea appeared, and an enormous fish emerged 

colliding into his opponent. In addition, a Suan Ni roared as well, killing its way forward. 

During this decisive battle of life or death, both of them felt that they were unrivalled. They fiercely 

strove for the upper hand, fighting extremely intensely. 



Shi Hao never thought that the other party would be so powerful, reaching the extreme limit of the 

Spirit Transformation realm. It was to the point where he had flawlessly harmonized with his spirit, 

breaking out an exuberant life force. The various divine birds and beasts were bestowed life. 

Meanwhile, his own cultivation time was too short. He had still not completed the final juncture of Spirit 

Transformation. Only after finishing this campaign could he return and comprehend to perfection. 

With their battle reaching such a ridiculous level, it was difficult for the altar to hold them. Their battle 

reached the sea, causing the waters to rush into the heavens! 

“With what qualifications do you have to fight against me? Your Spirit Transformation level is still not 

complete, so you aren’t my opponent!” Mo Shang roared. His eyes were incomparably cold, his gaze 

shooting out like piercing blades. He became more and more powerful. 

Ah... He was like a demon king. His entire body was sturdy and powerful as he looked down from above. 

He brandished the halberd and hacked towards Shi Hao. 

The ocean region was hacked apart, and every single creature was forced back. There were a few that 

were absolutely stunned as they watched these two fight. They were just too powerful, far surpassing 

the others at the level of Spiritual Transformation. If they were to get caught up in this battle, they 

would immediately split apart into pieces. 

Hong 

The great halberd sliced over. The longer Mo Shang fought, the more valiant he became. Behind him, a 

golden pair of ocean deity wings spread out. It allowed him to soar into the skies and look down 

arrogantly as he continuously hacked at Shi Hao. 

He became more and more powerful, as if he was going to completely obliterate this sea region. His 

head of blue hair dance about, and the golden armor continuously shone with immortal light, making 

him terrifying to the extreme. 

“Go to hell!” 

He shouted loudly. His entire body was covered densely in symbols, making him shine with dazzling 

light. Together with his loud shout, long long sounds were emitted. The halberd in his hand descended, 

directly piercing towards Shi Hao. He released his most powerful strike to penetrate his opponent. 

The entire world was trembling as the blue seas surged; everything was being affected. In the end, the 

light emitted was so dazzling that it seemed as if only he himself remained. 

This one attack was too terrifying. Everyone’s expressions turned pale from horror. Even those supreme 

experts were shaken. What would have happened if they met someone like Mo Shang when they were 

younger? After thinking about this, even those supreme experts felt their hair standing on end. 

Shi Hao’s expression also changed. Lightning interweaved around his body and symbols covered the sky. 

It formed a barrier of light, blocking this strike! 

However, this attack was just too terrifying. It resonated with the heaven and earth, causing everything 

to rumble. The sea deity descendant Mo Shang was not only using his own strength, but borrowing the 

power of heaven and earth as well. 



It was could even said that this attack contained the oneness of heaven and man. Otherwise, how could 

it create such terrifying exploding sounds? It was as if he had borrowed all the power of this world and 

infused it into the golden halberd. 

With a bo sound, the barrier of light made from bone text was pierced through. The halberd flickered 

with cold light, and the golden weapon tore through everything like rotten weeds as it rushed towards 

Shi Hao’s body. It was going to execute him here. 

“With what power do you have to fight me?!” Mo Shang shouted. 

He had already reached the consummate level of spirit transformation, reaching the most powerful 

state recorded in ancient texts. He was already comparable to the legends in every stage, granting him 

an unparalleled faith in himself. 

With a weng sound, symbols appeared, becoming even more concentrated. It protected Shi Hao, as well 

as allowing him to quickly back up. 

“You can’t escape! Your life will end here!” Mo Shang’s voice was ice cold, and his aura flourish even 

more magnificently, making the entire heaven and earth tremble. The golden symbols around his body 

filled up this world, as if a divine creature had descended. 

The golden spear once again pierce towards the barrier of light, arriving right in front of Shi Hao’s body. 

It was going to pierce through his body and kill him on the spot. 

At this moment, he was truly rather terrifying. The heaven and earth seemed to have merged with his 

divine might as it locked down Shi Hao. No matter how he tried to retreat, he still wouldn’t be able to 

escape. n--O𝗏𝔢𝗅𝑩In 

Shi Hao released a huge roar. His ten heavenly passages shone, interconnecting into a divine ring. They 

erupted with dazzling divine radiance to block the ancient magical halberd. 

With a hong sound, the halberd that pierced towards him was frozen in place. It did not penetrate his 

body, and no blood splashed out. 

“Break open!” Mo Shang released a great shout. He wanted to blast apart the ten heavenly passages 

and make his opponent’s body explode. At this moment, an incomparably powerful divine force surged. 

At the same time, all types of spiritual essence and symbols filled the entire universe. They did not enter 

his body, but instead were still within his control. 

Heaven and man as one! Mo Shang was like an unmatched god that had descended into the mortal 

world. “Without absolute perfection of spiritual transformation, what are you going to use to defend 

yourself?!” 

He ferociously waved the battle spear to stab through Shi Hao’s body and kill him here! 

The spectating experts were trembling. This was just too powerful! To borrow the power of heaven and 

earth, what kind of might was this? It far surpassed their own limits, not being something that the 

power of mortals could defend against! 



Every single person was shaken. The youngster that was on the defensive end as also extremely heaven 

defying. He actually used his ten heavenly passages to block it, and not immediately dying as a result. 

With the battle reaching such a stage, Shi Hao did not panic, but instead appeared to be rather calm. He 

continued to fight back. 

“Can you contend against the divine might of this entire world? I refused to believe it unless you defy 

the heavens!” After Mo Shang entered the rarely seen state of ‘heaven and man as one’, he truly had 

the right to speak these words. 

“You didn’t break through.” Shi Hao replied indifferently. In the end, he no longer put up his defenses 

and allowed Mo Shang’s attack to pierce into the ring of light. 

“Finish it!” Mo Shang shouted loudly and was going to kill his opponent. His halberd violently shook, and 

light was released in every direction. The golden symbols were resplendent as the halberd’s edge sliced 

forward. 

Everyone’s heart trembled. This type of force was too formidable! It was truly unblockable and difficult 

to fight against. It was even somewhat incomprehensible! 

Many people sighed. Shi Hao was rather powerful and stunning. He was able to reach such a high level 

at his young age, and if given the time, the final stage ‘heavenly passages nourishing spirit’ could also 

reach the legendary stage. However, he was going to die here. 

“Mo Shang is truly extraordinary, actually entering the ‘heaven and man as one’ state. After entering 

such a wonderful state, he has become the most powerful!” 

“It’s quite pitiful for that youngster to die like this...” 

Many people began to speak softly as they nervously watched this battle reach its end. 

However, even though the great halberd pierced forward, there was no blood that splashed out. 

Everyone became petrified, because they couldn’t understand how such a thing was possible. 

Even Mo Shang was shocked. What happened? The golden halberd was absolutely invincible, so how 

could mere flesh be able to block it? It clearly pieced forward, yet why didn’t his opponent die? 

Finally, the sea deity descendant was able to understand why. The ten heavenly passages were linked 

together, and they collaboratively nourished a flesh heavenly passage. When the halberd pierced 

forward, it was actually restrained in place! 

Hong! 

Shi Hao took action. A fist smashed out with a force that was as powerful as lightning. His speed was 

extremely fast, attacking with a unmatched power. 

This fist shattered all of the golden symbols. It smashed on top of Mo Shang’s body, directly breaking 

through it. The golden armor shattered, and blood splashed and gushed out. 

This result stunned everyone! 

Chapter 254 - Opening of the Kun Peng Treasury 



Shi Hao’s fist smashed through Mo Shang’s chest, and pipa sounds rang as it broke through numerous 

bones. Golden symbols curled up around his fist as it completely bore through Mo Shang’s body. 

Blood gushed outwards. Mo Shang released a loud shout, his entire body feeling as if it had been set on 

fire. He shone brilliantly, using a secret technique to fly backwards and break free from that fist. 

He held the halberd upside down to stabilize himself while staggering about. A bloody hole appeared in 

his chest, and several pieces of broken bones could be seen. Blood poured out from the wound; it 

seemed extremely terrifying. 

The golden armor he wore was shattered. It couldn’t protect him from the force of that fist at all! There 

was blood all over his body, and his injuries were severe. 

The sea region was momentarily silent, but soon after, a huge clamoring erupted. Everyone was 

absolutely astounded by what had just happened. Originally, Shi Hao was about to die, so they never 

could have expected that the one to receive heavy injuries was actually the sea deity descendant. 

The situation had completely reversed, leaving everyone stupefied. Everything had happened too 

quickly. The one that was doomed to die was actually brimming with energy, while Mo Shang who was 

immersed in the ‘heaven and man as one’ state was actually injured to such a degree. His entire body 

was covered in blood as he retreated. 

“How did it turn out like this? Mo Shang actually suffered such a huge blow! Such a thing has never 

happened before!” 

“This creature that came from dry land is too terrifying! He truly is a supreme youth!” 

The crowd exclaimed in amazement as they all began to discuss the events that had just happened. 

The creatures of the sea were even more so shaken. To them, the name Mo Shang was equivalent to an 

unrivalled figure. Within the Spirit Transformation realm, there was no one that was his match. As a 

result, he was often known as a reborn Sea Deity. 

However, currently, he received such huge injuries. His chest had been pierced through, and blood 

continuously dripped out. Could he even continue fighting? 

In the distance, there was a huge expanse of scarlet color. The sea was boiling, and hundreds of 

thousands of Flaming Fish had gathered there. While standing among them, the red-armored Han Tian 

seemed like a demon god. He coldly muttered to himself, “So powerful.” 

Old ancestors of various sects, nobles that came from all different directions, supreme experts that 

came from the Archaic Divine Mountains and many others’ expressions all changed after seeing this. 

They were all felt rather upset as they watched watched attentively. 

The results of this battle exceeded everyone’s expectations, filling them with excitement. This human 

youth destined to rise to greatness; his performance was absolutely stunning and terrifying. 

“I haven’t even stepped inside the Kun Peng nest to compete for the precious technique yet, and I’ve 

already been injured. I truly did not see this coming.” Mo Shang laughed mockingly at himself from the 

distance. 



Blood was still flowing, and there was an extremely terrifying hole in his chest that completely 

connected both sides of his body. He took out a jade jar and poured out a translucent and sparkling blue 

pill into his palm. 

An aroma immediately wafted through this sea region. In addition, it was so bright that his palm and the 

seawater below reflected its brilliance. 

“That’s... the Sea Deity Pill?!” A huge sensation broke out within these waters. Everyone stared with 

their eyes widened, and even a few supreme experts became shocked. There were many who almost 

ran up to steal it. 

“No, it’s not a divine pill left behind by the Sea Deity, but it is still quite incredible. It is an invaluable 

precious pill that was slowly refined from all types of spiritual ingredients.” 

The crowd soon realized that it was medicine created from a recipe left behind by the Sea Deity. Even 

though it wasn’t a divine pill, it still possessed extraordinary medicinal efficacy. 

Mo Shang swallowed the pill whole. Light began to radiate from his entire body, and blue symbols 

flickered around him, causing pipa noises to sound from his flesh. The hole in his chest began to mend 

itself at a visible speed. 

The crowd was aghast as they watched this scene. It was just too incredible! The medicine possessed a 

miraculous efficacy, surprisingly mending his body with such speed. 

Needless to say, this medicine was made from this world’s rarely seen treasures, and it quite likely even 

contained some divine medicines inside. Otherwise, how could it be so effective? Only a divine medicine 

could make flesh grow back on bones so quickly. n.-𝗼/(𝒱(.𝓔.)𝑳))𝒷--I--n 

Mo Shang’s body radiated once again, and symbols lingered about him. His body was restored to its 

optimal state, and with the golden halberd in hand, his eyes once again carried a look of contempt, 

making him look like a demonic fiend. He once again stared at his opponent! 

On the other side, however, Shi Hao seemed completely indifferent. He didn’t look back at Mo Shang, 

and only looked at the piece of luminous flesh in his palm while deep in thought. 

“This is the only time you’ll be be able to injure me. I understood what happened, so I won’t suffer a 

second time.” The sea deity descendant spoke to himself. His fighting spirit once again surged 

vigorously. 

Everyone felt a shiver run through their bodies. Mo Shang was naturally tenacious 

“Is this turtle meat, flood dragon meat, or fish?” Shi Hao talked to himself. He then lifted his head and 

shouted to Mo Shang. “Which clan on earth do you belong to? Is your original form human-shaped? I 

can’t eat humanoids, it will disgust me.” 

Everyone became dumbfounded after hearing this. They were expecting a fierce battle between two 

giants, yet once this fellow spoke, why did he completely ruin the atmosphere? 

Did he really not care about this situation, only caring about himself, or did this he say these words to 

irritate everyone on purpose? How could he behave like this? In such a struggle of life and death, he was 

actually only thinking about food. 



Only some of the terrestrial creatures knew what was he was thinking. He really did want to eat, and he 

had always defeated his opponents this way; he really was this savage. 

“Look carefully, somebody is going to suffer greatly. Are the incidents of the Hundred Shattered 

Mountain and the Void God Realm happening again?” Someone spoke in a soft voice. 

Purple-clothed Yun Xi and her companions also looked at one another in dismay. The guy really knew 

how to throw everything into disorder. He was truly trying to defy the heavens! 

Mo Shang was infuriated. Who did Shi Hao think he was? No one dared to belittle him before! Within 

this sea, even those supreme experts would feel a restraining fear and avoid provoking him. This devilish 

brat was too hateful. He looked like he was trying to identify what kind of species the piece of flesh from 

Mo Shang’s chest came from. Was he truly thinking of eating it? 

“I’ll kill you!” 

Mo Shang rushed forward, determined to fight to the death. 

“Since you aren’t going to answer, then I’ll just assume that you aren’t a humanoid creature. I’ll capture 

you first,” said Shi Hao. Following that, he released a roar before dashing with increased ferocity. After 

fighting for such a long time, he was also getting irritated. He didn’t want to drag this battle endlessly. 

Golden symbols interweaved and precious techniques disturbed the sky. The duel became white-hot, 

boiling the sea and shifting the mountains. Their final engagement was extremely fierce. 

The talented Sea Deity descendant was incomparably powerful and unrivalled among his peers. He was 

sure to look down upon the world in the future and become one of the mightiest creatures of the 

wasteland clans. 

However, a youth as formidable as he was met his match today. He still could not defeat Shi Hao after 

such a long time, and now, Shi Hao also seemed to have gone mad, his attacks becoming more and more 

intense. 

Shi Hao roared. His entire body illuminated and was covered by densely packed symbols. The heavenly 

passages were all opened, trying to crush and destroy everything. 

The battle frightened all of the older characters, and even the faces of supreme experts became ashen. 

Their eyes continuously moved about in fear of missing anything. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the sky cracked and the earth split. Blue seawater flowed backwards and the island trembled 

as the golden Kun Peng shattered at an incredible speed. Those gaps were now extremely wide. 

“It’s open! It’s completely open!” Everyone shouted in surprise. Their attention shifted at once from the 

two young conquerors to the enormous ancient nest. 

The golden divine nest split open like a blossoming flower, revealing the resplendent dao field inside. A 

thousand beams shone in all directions, and auspicious essence curled in the air. The sky was densely 

covered by symbols, and the resounding sounds of sacrifice could be heard. 



At this moment, time seemed to be turned back to the archaic years, where the chants of deities and 

divine music filled people’s ears. Mysterious symbols emerged endlessly from the sky. 

The Kun Peng nest had completely opened. The dao field inside was radiating splendidly, attracting 

everyone’s attention. The crowd could not hold themselves back any more as they all dashed forward. 

The first batch entered unharmed and rushed into the dao field. They stepped on the golden path, as if 

entering a heavenly realm. They were looking for the world-shaking precious techniques. 

Seeing this, the rest stopped hesitating and also followed suit. They entered in swarms and fought their 

way into the archaic abode. 

"The divine liquid, there’s a pool of divine liquid!” The dao field of Kun Peng was no common place. 

Someone spotted the divine pool immediately after they broke in, causing a large fight to break out. 

Finally, the sect forefathers, regional lords and elders could not sit still anymore. Seeing that nothing 

strange had happened and that it was not some kind of dangerous trap, they all leapt inside. 

Shi Hao and Mo Shang stopped fighting as well. At this moment, nothing could compete with the 

treasure of Kun Peng. They both craved the great divine power and were determined to take it for 

themselves. 

Mo Shang jumped onto the altar and blasted out a supreme beam of light, killing many mighty beings. 

He then stepped on the beam and arrived at the head of the line. 

At the same time, the altar shrank and spun around, landing in front of him. It turned into a real battle 

platform that was ready to carry out a large slaughter at any time. 

Shi Hao also got in and also demonstrated his power within the cave. He forced back the crowd, took 

out his jade bottle and took away the last dozen or so drops of liquid from the divine pool. 

These were drops of sea spirit liquid, not real divine liquid. They couldn’t be compared to the Immortal 

Spring, but were still similarly priceless. It was blue and quartz-like, formed from the condensed essence 

of the sea. 

It could be used in medicine and the refinement of artifacts, and was second only to the real divine 

liquid. 

They had just reached the legendary abode, yet they had already discovered a divine pool like this. 

Many people managed to grab some, and so they were naturally in high spirits. 

The crowd rushed further inside and arrived deep inside the legendary abode. A golden sea startled 

them all. How could there be a sea in the abode of Kun Peng nest? 

"The archaic Kun Peng had seen through Nature itself. The ancient nest is a small world in its own, yet 

there are still smaller worlds inside of this world. This really is awe-inspiring.” A supreme expert became 

deeply moved. 

The group of people rushed into the legendary abode’s deepest parts. After encountering a golden sea, 

they all became astonished. At this time, the Flaming Fish youth Han Tian suddenly leapt up and dove 

into the golden sea. 



Meanwhile, Mo Shang the Sea Deity descendant also fought his way. He also entered the sea depths. 

Other sea creatures also seemed to have realized something. They plunged into the golden sea one after 

another and rushed towards the seabed. 

"The Kun Peng Cave is in the sea, and the divine treasure is there!” 

The crowd shouted, and the terrestrial creatures also came to their senses. They all jumped up and 

rushed into the divine golden sea. 

Shi Hao’s entire body lit up like a heavenly deity and he also killed his way over. Upon reaching the 

ocean floor, he saw an even more imposing cave. After entering, he found that the interior did not have 

any water. 

Countless symbols rushed towards him from all sides as soon as he stepped inside. A killing force 

immediately shook the sea floor. 

"Go away!” 

He shouted loudly, and his divine voice echoed throughout. The ten great heavenly passages linked up 

into a divine ring, surrounding him like a blazing sun. An impenetrable defense immediately protected 

him, blocking all of the precious techniques. 

Moreover, as he walked forward, explosions would sound and blast apart many enemies. No one could 

stop him. 

"He’s too powerful, kill him first!” An expert shouted out. He wanted to join hands with everyone to 

take out Shi Hao first. 

"Freeze!” 

The group was about to take action, when Shi Hao shouted promptly and summoned the shackling 

domain. The group were frozen still with their earlier poses, and even though their precious instruments 

were still shining and symbols had just lighted up, they could not move. 

"Kill!” 

At his command, golden symbols turned and directly crushed these people into pieces. A bloody mist 

rose, leaving no one alive. 

The crowd in the distance all watched with horror. The area around Shi Hao immediately became 

vacant, and not a single person dared to linger about. None of the experts wanted to target him any 

longer, and all of them charged towards the legendary cavern’s abyss. 

There were a few supreme experts whose gaze flickered about. They originally wanted to head in this 

direction, but their expressions were now rather complicated. They were quite scared of him, and even 

some of the noble lords’ eyes were filled with killing intent. 

“I’ll say it again. Don’t anger me!” The devilish brat warned the masses with a serious expression. 

“Heng!” An elder snorted. 



Shi Hao felt his skin tighten with chilliness. He immediately turned around. “Don’t make me destroy your 

spiritual body!” 

He was quite tyrannical. After sensing the murderous discontent, he returned fire at once, as if ready to 

vent his violent rage at any moment. 

The crowd was startled, especially that supreme elder. Who did he think he was, talking to them like 

that? They then realized that this was not the outside world, but a special sea area. Most of them had 

only sent their spiritual bodies here. 

“Oh my god, that’s the Divine Bronze Lamp of Illumination!” Cried someone, looking ahead 

disbelievingly. 

Two supreme experts were already engaged in battle. They were currently fighting intensely over a 

small ancient lamp within the cave. 

Red flames appeared, and a terrifying aura was released. Han Tian, whose name rivalled Mo Shang’s, 

emerged in his scarlet armor. Flames overflowed into the heavens. With a single movement, he seized 

the bronze lamp from those supreme experts like extracting teeth from a tiger’s mouth. 

The Divine Lamp of Illumination was said to be an archaic artifact that used divine blood as fuel. It was 

mysterious, terrifying, and incredibly powerful. No one expected to find one here. 

The fact that it was being used merely as a source of light instead of being displayed as a precious 

artifact made everyone amazed and stupefied. 

Weng longlong. 

Deep inside the legendary cavern depths, symbols flourished brilliantly. They gave off the harmonious 

sounds of the great dao. 

“The precious technique is inside! There are Kun Peng symbols as well as many archaic artifacts and 

supreme treasures!” Everyone went mad and rushed inside. 

Chapter 255 - Seizing Treasure 

Everyone went mad and rushed up together. This dao field was incomparably vast! Multicolored light 

surged, and a precious treasury appeared before them. 

Even though they were at the ocean floor, there was no water in this cave. It was dry and clean, full of 

dense precious energy. 

Hong! 

Once the stone gates opened, symbols flew everywhere. Their eyes were met with dazzling light, and all 

types of jade pots and cups flowed with light on the stone table. Over ten experts simultaneously 

reached out to grab at them. 

These were all excellent wines left behind by the Kun Peng, so how could they be ordinary? The wine 

that it drank were most likely divine fluids that could extend one’s life by many years and improve their 

cultivation greatly. 



When one reached such a level, what couldn’t they receive? The ingredients used to brew the wine 

were most likely divine medicines, and there might even be some immortal elixirs mixed within. 

This was a Kun Peng, one of the Archaic Vicious Ten. As one of the truly unrivaled giants throughout the 

endless years, the wine it drank definitely far surpassed the expectations of the common people. 

Peng 

Over ten experts’ precious techniques collided together, causing illustrious light to immediately flare 

and submerge this area. 

Symbols flew everywhere as precious artifacts collided. Everyone was currently fighting intensely. This 

was the Kun Peng’s legendary abode, so even if it had appeared somewhere else, it would still have 

became chaotic sooner or later. 

The ancient symbols that guarded this dao field had not disappeared this entire time. Everyone was glad 

to find that there were no dangerous traps here, or else they would have suffered greatly. 

“Divine wine!” 

“Let’s join hands and seize everything.” 

More and more people noticed what was going on, and they all flocked over as well. Precious artifacts 

flew towards this place, making the battle even more frightening. 

“All of you, get out of the way!” 

Someone shouted loudly. It was a gray-haired elder, and with a wave of his sleeves, a huge explosion 

occurred. Symbols covered the sky as a group of people were immediately sent flying from being struck. 

More than ten of them smashed into a stone wall and directly became a bloody paste. 

The elder walked slowly into the legendary abode. He released a loud roar towards ten or so experts, 

immediately causing them to faint on the spot. These actions terrified everyone. 

“That’s probably... A supreme expert!” Someone shouted loudly. 

An existence like that could truly reign unrivalled over a certain region. As long as they appeared in the 

outside world, even the great ancient countries would not dare to carelessly offend them, because they 

were just too terrifying. 

These characters usually resided within the overseas Divine Islands or Archaic Divine Mountains, rarely 

roaming about outside. They were incomparably terrifying, and their accomplishments were 

extraordinary. 

“He isn’t a supreme expert. He’s still one step short.” Another elder appeared. After hearing that his 

offspring was contesting over the treasures here, he quickly rushed over and began to fight. 

Hong! 

A great collision immediately followed. The cave was filled with precious light, and many creatures were 

forced to back off. With those two old ones attacking each other, everyone began to protect themselves 

in terror. 



“Is there really archaic wine left behind from the ancient times by the Kun Peng? If it was preserved until 

today, then that would be absolutely amazing! Let me take a look.” 

Right at this time, a golden halberd appeared. Ferocious ripples moved up and down like ocean waves, 

and a brilliant light swept over, drowning this cave. 

Everyone’s expressions changed, because the one that came this time was powerful. His pupils seemed 

to be shooting out cold streaks of lightning as they swept over everyone. It was as if a supreme deity 

was looking down them. 

It was precisely the sea deity descendant Mo Shang. His terrifying might and demeanor was known by 

everyone. Not a single person were willing to provoke him, and even the supreme experts here felt a 

restraining fear. 

The golden halberd shook, causing symbols to burst forth. Many powerful individuals immediately cried 

out on the spot, and eight or nine people’s bodies exploded. Blood poured out, and they fell while their 

faces were still looking upwards. 

This was just too powerful. That group couldn’t defend against it at all, and even those two experts’ 

faces turned ashen as they avoided the halberd’s edge. 

Mo Shang walked over with large strides, and his cold gaze swept over everyone. When his hand 

reached out, no one stopped him. The jade containers filled with sparkling radiance, as if they were 

almost transparent. 

“There really is still some wine inside, enough to pour out a cup.” 

When everything became peaceful again, there were no longer any symbols that sparkled about. 

Everyone could clearly see the contents of the container, making them cry out in shock. 

The ocean deity descendant laughed excitedly His head of thick blue hair danced about as he reached 

out for the jade container. This was true divine liquid with enough medicinal powers to revive one from 

a near-death state. 

Hong 

A Suan Ni appeared. Purple lightning danced about chaotically as it roared with its head held high. A 

claw slammed down towards Mo Shang, blocking his arm. The previously calm room immediately 

became full of lightning. 

“You dare!” Mo Shang shouted furiously. 

Someone attacked him to fight over that jade container. An intense confrontation immediately broke 

out. 

This was, of course, Shi Hao. While he was still releasing the Suan Ni’s precious technique, his body had 

already entered the room to fight Mo Shang. The two had already fought a bloody battle previously, so 

without exchanging any words, they once again fought with everything they had. 

On the side, there many people that released muffled groans as blood flowed from their mouths. The 

battle was so intense that the repercussions blasted them out of this massive room. 



These individuals were still comparatively rather fortunate. There were some others that longed for the 

wine, and so they were still looking for opportunities to seize it. In the end, however, once their bodies 

were struck by those two’s precious techniques, they were immediately blown to pieces. 

The two elders sighed and ultimately backed off as well. Even people as powerful as them were not not 

these two incredible youth’s opponents. If they decided to fiercely contest with them, they would most 

likely die here. 

Zhi Zhi! 

Hairy ball stuck his head out of the Heaven and Earth Pouch and cried out with excitement. It directly 

jumped onto the jade table and grabbed the jade container before fleeing. 

“Good job!” Shi Hao laughed loudly. 

Mo Shang was absolutely furious. Where did this little monkey come from? It was actually able to 

protect itself from the shockwaves his attacks created, allowing it to steal the divine wine and ruining all 

of his efforts. 

Soon after, Shi Hao also felt his smile freeze on his face. That monkey directly tipped the jade container 

into its mouth to drink it all. 

“Don’t waste such good stuff! That stuff is an incredibly precious original elixir! If we mix it together with 

the little devil wine when we go back, it will allow it to undergo a wondrous transformation!” Shi Hao 

shouted. 

The only saving grace was that the remaining wine was extremely viscous, so not a single drop came out. 

Hairy Ball bared its fangs, and its small claws were almost completely soaked in saliva. 

It forcefully shook the jade container, and finally the wine broke its seal. An intoxicating scent 

immediately proliferated, its fragrance seeping deep into the depths of people’s bones and souls. 

Putong, putong... 

Outside of the room, numerous people began to feel weak. They collapsed and entered an intoxicated 

dream state. It was incredibly shocking! 

After the wine broke through the seal, the amount of light that poured out from symbols was simply 

unimaginable. It definitely could make someone completely drunk just from its fragrance. In addition, it 

still contained miraculous effects and divine symbol light within. 

This was without a doubt divine wine. It was refined from ancient divine medicines, and was even more 

precious than the little devil wine that Shi Hao obtained. 

Shi Hao took out the Heaven and Earth Pouch, and with a shua sound, he collected the jade container to 

prevent Hairy Ball from truly wasting it. If such a thing happened, it would truly be too regretful. 

The sea deity descendant was furious, but it couldn’t do much about it. The two continued to fight 

fiercely, but it was difficult for either of them to gain the upper edge. He knew that he couldn’t get his 

hands on that divine wine. 



Hong! 

After a final strike, the two individuals rushed towards opposite directions. They no longer engaged in a 

deadly struggle, because there was still the Kun Peng’s precious technique, as well as many other things 

to fight over. 

“Ah, even those terrifying nobles that entered all died! It’s too terrifying!” An uproar broke out from 

another direction. The people there cried out loudly as they fled for their lives. 

Dark light surged as a hazy mist began to spread from that location. The people at the back of this 

fleeing group suddenly collapsed. Their entire body turned jet-black, and soon after, they turned into a 

thick puddle of blood, dying an unnatural death. 

The scene was quite scary. There were several hundred people who died and turned into corpses. The 

dark like extended its range, surging outwards. 

“There is a medicinal furnace inside, but not only did we not find any divine pills, an extremely toxic 

black light began to spread out from within it.” Those that were able to flee all felt their hearts beating 

quickly. 

The Flaming Fish youth Han Tian was here at this time. When he saw the black light reaching over, he 

lifted a small bronze lamp, illuminating this place. 

Even though it had already burned for tens of thousands of years, after he gently blew at it, a sea of fiery 

light immediately rushed out. It burned vigorously and submerged the black light, completely wiping it 

out. 

Everyone was stunned. It deserved to be called the Divine Lamp of Illumination and an outstanding 

archaic artifact. Many great powers had created them in the past, but the fuel needed to light the lamp 

was too extravagant, requiring the blood of a deity. Even if they successfully created it, there weren’t 

many families that could afford such a luxury. 

Only the Kun Peng could show such disregard towards an object like this. It use such a precious artifact 

as an ordinary lamp, hanging it on the cave wall. 

“It’s likely due to the true Flood Dragon divine medicine! The Kun Peng probably tried to create a 

furnace of True Flood Dragon Pills, but after failing, he never got rid of it, so it must have turned into a 

poisonous pill in the end.” A supreme elder had arrived as well, and he revealed a look of surprise. 

Everyone was overwhelmed with shock. What kind of ridiculously powerful pure-blooded creature was 

the archaic True Flood Dragon? Yet it was actually caught by the Kun Peng and placed within a furnace 

to be refined into medicine. The Archaic Vicious Ten wasn’t titled as such for no reason! 

Within the crowd, there was a gray-clothed elder whose expression became rather conflicted. This was 

precisely the Elder Flood Dragon. Since it was of the Flood Dragon race, it naturally knew more about 

this than anyone else. He believed that this really was a True Flood Dragon that had been refined into 

poison. 

When all of the dark light had dispersed and everyone had left, his figure disappeared. He began to 

cautiously and timidly move inward. 



Powerful energy rippled outwards from the distance. It was quite clear that there were people fighting 

intensely there. Everyone quickly rushed over, because there were bound to be precious treasures 

wherever people fought. 

Sure enough, this place shone brilliantly. A dense mist rose, and precious light surged. The entire place 

was dazzling. Experts were everywhere, and all of them fought fiercely. 

There were a few nobles and supreme experts that were fighting particularly viciously. Shi Hao also 

arrived, and he killed his way into the cavern depths. What he found was an extremely spacious stone 

room. Multicolored light shone everywhere in this rather simple and unadorned place. 

On top of that stone table was a precious vase that flowed with auspicious light. An exuberant life force 

surged, and within the vase was a single flower. It was glistening and tender, as if it was carved out of 

jade. 

“Divine medicine! After experiencing countless years from the archaic years until now, it still had not 

withered. Its price is definitely immeasurable.” 

Many people’s pupils began to burn with passion. They all rushed forward to seize it for themselves. 

However, none of them succeeded. There were just too many experts here, and all of them were trying 

to outdo each other. Precious techniques flew about chaotically. Many people cried out loudly, spitting 

out blood as they backed off. 

“Idiots! That flower isn’t medicine. It is completely ordinary!” An elder shouted loudly. 

The noble lords’ gaze had long became fiery. Their eyes had been set on the precious vase the entire 

time, not that flower. 

As a result, all of those powerful individuals realized the truth. What was precious was that jar, not the 

flower. It could even make an ordinary flower immortal! What kind of shockingly precious artifact was 

this? n𝑂𝚟𝑬-𝗅𝑏.1n 

“Pure Jade Vase... This seems identical to Little Western Paradise’s supreme treasure! How terrifying... 

The Kun Peng actually casually left it on a table to display flowers.” 

In the end, someone recognized that this warm vase was exactly the same as Little Western Paradise’s 

precious artifact. It was just too similar. 

Four or five noble lords appeared and began to fiercely fight over the Pure Jade Vase. Every action they 

made seemed to move mountains and shift seas. Symbols erupted with frightening ferocity. 

At the same time, Shi Hao also made his move within this massive stone room. However, his target was 

not that vase, but rather a praying mat. 

Other than him, there were also a few other elders. These were all ancestors of their respective clans. 

They were all fighting with their lives on the line over this. 

Soon after, some pure-blooded creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains also appeared. These 

people were all incredibly powerful, and after seeing the praying mat, they all entered the battlefield. 



At first, this praying mat didn’t seem that special. It seemed rather ordinary, but when people began to 

fight, causing precious techniques to land on it, everything changed. 

It began to shine with brilliance, revealing its original appearance. It was formed from strips of green 

and lush tree branches, as if it was made out of jade. An auspicious and peaceful energy began to waft 

through the air. 

In that instant, all of the supreme experts became alarmed and joined the struggle. Explosions erupted, 

and precious techniques shook this entire place. This entire room began to rumble from the chaos. Shi 

Hao was struck, and he couldn’t help but frown as he was forced back. 

This was where the archaic Kun Peng occasionally rested and at times used to meditate. Now that its 

real appearance has emerged, even supreme experts couldn’t sit still any longer. They all began to fight 

ferociously. 

Weng 

The devilish brat was incredibly vicious. Ten heavenly passages appeared, bringing with it a surging 

divine radiance and flourishing multicolored blaze. It immediately caused a supreme expert’s spiritual 

body to tremble and retreat. He released a roar, then sent another group of expert flying before 

grabbing towards that praying mat. 

With a shua sound, it entered his hands. Shi was shocked to find that this praying mat was quite heavy. 

Contrary to what one would assume from its size, it actually weighed more than ten thousand jin. It was 

simply unbelieveable, being heavier than many divine steels. 

“Hand it over!” 

A supreme expert took action, sending a huge imprint down from above. It descended from the air and 

slammed down with a torrent of divine force. The scene was absolutely terrifying. 

This was the embodiment of the peak of spiritual transformation, a refinement of the highest level. He 

was using his precious artifact to suppress Shi hao and seize that praying mat. 

A tremendous wenglong sound rang out. Shi Hao grabbed the praying mat and ferociously smashed it at 

the skies, colliding with the enormous imprint. A dazzling and resplendent radiance immediately 

erupted. 

The praying mat was completely unaffected. It was not damaged in the slightest, while that crystalline 

imprint began to spin in the air and fly backwards. It smashed into the cavern wall, causing the entire 

room to shake violently. 

Chapter 256 - The Treasure n.-𝗼/(𝒱(.𝓔.)𝑳))𝒷--I--n 

“The praying mat is woven from twigs of elder wood. After going through a great many eons, it’s 

spirituality has worn out, however, it can still calm one’s mind and help them meditate. The praying mat 

is good for studying dao, and is a rare treasure.” 

Someone spoke aloud and dashed towards it, encouraging everyone to fight over it. 



With these being said, the crowd swarmed forward with astonishment. What exactly was elder wood? It 

was created between the heaven and earth, containing a divinity that connected into the heavens. The 

wood was a bridge linking the worlds of mortals and deities. 

Previously, there was a gate on the islands where a spiritual stream flowed out from. A rotten log rested 

at the entrance, and that was precisely a piece of elder wood. A huge crowd immediately fought a long 

time over it, yet in the end, no one could even break into the gate. However, an entire praying mat that 

had been exquisitely woven from such a precious material was discovered, so this naturally made the 

crowd even more enthralled. 

It was made from real divine wood, enabling one to communicate with the deities’ realm and get closer 

to the origin of dao. The praying mat would work countless wonders on cultivation and was considered a 

priceless treasure. 

A group of people rushed over while accompanied by all sorts of precious techniques. Splendid light 

drowned this place. 

Shi Hao shouted with surging ferocity. He drew out the broken sword and infused it with the power of 

the ten heavenly passage divine ring. A streak of black light swept forward with a wenglong sound. 

All sounds and clamoring faded at that moment. The splendid and dazzling lights had also vanished. The 

only thing remained was a black light that covered everything. 

Time seemed to have stopped, and the sky seemed to have shattered. The fleeting seconds felt like they 

were hours as everything froze. Finally, a soft sound was emitted. 

Various precious instruments cracked and exploded in mid-air before falling down in broken pieces. All 

of their symbols were crushed at the same time, their light quickly dimming. 

Pu. 

A group of people’s upper bodies left their lower halves. They were severed in half at the waist, and 

their corpses fell down onto the ground. 

“What?!” The crowd shuddered with fear. Even the supreme experts’ expressions changed. A group of 

mighty beings were killed in one single strike. This youth’s strength was powerful to a terrifying degree. 

With a flash of light as splendid as the rising sun, the glittering green praying mat disappeared into Shi 

Hao’s heaven and earth net and became his belonging. 

The praying mat was made from interweaving strips of elder wood. When he sat on it while cultivating 

in the future, the praying mat would be very beneficial to him. The thought of this pleased Shi Hao 

greatly. 

The mood of the crowd, on the other hand, was not as great. The praying mat used by Kun Peng was no 

common object. It was a divine treasure, and it was entirely possible for some of its dao laws to have 

been left behind. 

At that moment, the jade bottle had also been swiped by someone. The stone table was now empty, 

making everyone absolutely furious. Two precious treasures have already been taken by others. 



Shi Hao walked out with the black broken sword in his hand. He was stared at by those lords and the 

supreme elder who had fought with him before. He was leaving this place, and no one could stop him. 

The legendary abode was enormous. Precious energy drifted about, and swarms of creatures were 

roaming about in search of the Kun Peng’s precious technique and other rare worldly treasures. 

This place was full of miraculous objects. Things that the Kun Peng used casually were all magical 

artifacts and incredibly powerful. This filled everyone with longing and eagerness. 

They could see from the Divine Lamp of Illumination and Pure Jade Vase that the archaic Kun Peng 

didn’t care about these things at all and placed them around as it pleased. As a result, everyone felt 

their blood boiling as they searched everywhere with excitement. 

Sure enough, someone found another treasure. Even though it wasn’t a famous magical artifact, it 

would still bring about quite a stir in the outside world. 

As a result, another huge wave of clamoring broke out. It was even more fierce than the previous fights, 

and intense war cries echoed through the cavern depths. 

Regardless of whether it was the noble lords or the other creatures, they all leapt over towards this 

place. 

“Weapon Refining Ground!” 

When Shi Hao rushed over, he saw a stone tablet. On top of it were carved these three ancient words, 

and after seeing them, he became greatly shocked. He finally knew why everyone was fighting so 

fiercely here. 

Was this where the Kun Peng forged precious artifacts? 

Specks of light drifted about in front of him. The spiritual essence here was extremely dense. A cold 

pond could be seen, and it was so bone-chillingly cold that people could feel their flesh and bones 

splitting apart even from far away. 

“There really are precious artifacts here! They are inside that pool.” Someone cried out in alarm. 

Inside, there were several streaks of divine light flickering and moving about like fish. Upon closer 

inspection, they were actually sword cores, fine pagodas, and many other things. These were all crude 

materials left behind since archaic years that have not been completely refined yet! 

“Even though these are all unfinished weapons, they all possess intelligence. These are all magical 

weapons passed down from the archaic times!” 

Many people cried out loudly. These individuals could no longer hold back their urges, and were so 

stirred up that they were shaking. They were going to jump into the waters. 

Where would they see such things in the outside world? Needless to say, these were all top quality 

materials used to refine weapons. These objects were all incredibly rare in the outside world, and was 

enough to make everyone go mad. 



“Heavens! That sword core is made of dragon bone iron! The legendary divine grade material was 

forged into a sword core. This is definitely a priceless divine treasure!” 

After someone recognized the sword core within the cold pond, that person’s expression immediately 

changed and couldn’t help but cry out in shock. This was truly a rare and valuable item that was difficult 

to put a price tag on. 

Legend has it that dragon bone iron was a resource formed when a real dragon died within a iron ore 

mine. It was a precious material that was of the highest quality, and if a weapon even contained a small 

piece of this steel, it would immediately become a supreme treasure. 

Not to mention normal people, even the aristocratic nobles and clan lords’ eyes became red with greed. 

They all prepared to dive in and seize those treasures. 

Meanwhile there were supreme experts that immediately took action. These were the most ideal holy 

objects for them, because once they earnestly refined them, these items could truly resonate and 

belong to them. 

Moreover, after experiencing countless years of nourishment, the spiritual natures of these things 

became extremely powerful. Once formed, they would definitely become supreme magical artifacts. 

“Kill!” 

Everyone flocked over, and there were even some that directly leapt towards the cold pond to obtain 

these treasures. 

However, something frightening occurred. As soon as they approached the cold pond, the surging cold 

air immediately froze more than ten people. Their bodies then fell down and cracked into pieces 

Everyone felt their fine hairs standing on end. This cold pond was too scary! Why did things turn out like 

this? This was not merely a problem with the temperature. There was definitely a haunting divine force 

contained within. 

“Rise!” 

A sect lord shouted out. His long sleeves fluttered about, causing divine light to surge. The cold energy 

was immediately dispersed. He rushed towards the cold pond with his precious technique to fish up a 

magical artifact. 

However, as soon as the symbols landed on the cold pond’s surface, they immediately shattered, 

proving to be useless. Moreover, after a short period of time, a loud explosion broke out, and a huge 

wave surged and slammed towards him. 

The sect lord immediately retreated in a hurry. The dozen or so people beside him all shrieked 

miserably, but they were soon frozen solid into ice sculptures. Their bodies were already cracking apart, 

and they all died here. 

“This place seems similar to the Abyss of Black Ice. There is some kind of divine power at work. It is 

tough for a normal person to enter and obtain anything.” Everyone shook their heads. 



Suddenly, someone took action. He leapt up and entered the cold pond without any fear. This was 

precisely the sea deity Mo Shang. A golden blaze surged around him, and he moved forward with the 

halberd in hand towards a sword core. He wanted to obtain it for his own use. 

However, the magical artifacts within the pond all possessed intelligence. They moved about like a fish, 

quickly avoiding him and not giving him any opportunities. 

“Good stuff!” From the shore, the devilish brat was drooling. He directly brought out the heaven and 

earth pouch. After opening it, strands of multicolored light flowed out to try and seize it. 

Hong! 

The torrential waters roared. Endless streams surged from the cold pond, hiding the sky and covering 

the earth as it swept over. None of those precious artifacts arrived, and only the terrifying divine waters 

attacked. 

Everyone was so terrified that they felt their souls departing. They immediately turned around to flee. 

This fucking brat was too hateful! Why did he bring down such a disaster on everyone? Everyone began 

to curse continuously. 

Shi Hao was drenched by the cold water. However, as soon as he started to freeze, he shook fiercely, 

causing the ice to immediately shatter. Unfortunately, the heaven and earth pouch couldn’t collect any 

of those magical artifacts. 

In the distance, everyone felt a raving fear as they watched this. That fellow was terrifying after all! He 

wasn’t scared of the cold at all. 

Putong 

Water blossomed high up into the air as the Flaming Fish race Han Tian also jumped into the pond. At 

the same time, there were several supreme experts that similarly entered the icy cold waters to seize 

those precious artifacts. 

These treasures were so amazing that not even supreme experts could sit still anymore. They decided 

that they had to fight for it with everything they had. If they really could obtain a treasure like this, then 

once they earnestly refined it, it would definitely become a divine object. 

“Mine, mine, all mine!” The devilish brat shouted loudly. In the end, he also jumped down towards 

those weapon cores and chased after them. 

When the land creatures in the distance saw this, their hearts all trembled. They were extremely familiar 

with his character. When Yun Xi heard this sentence, her head even began to hurt. This savage fellow 

was going to go crazy again. 

Sure enough, the first one to suffer was a pure-blooded creature from the Archaic Divine Mountains. 

After encountering the devilish child, it began to fight over a pagoda, but was sent flying after only a 

brief period of time. It spat out large amounts of blood and almost died on the spot. 

This was a pure-blooded creature that had already matured! It was twenty years old that abruptly rose 

to power. It was at the golden age of power, and showed disdain towards all others in its region. 

However, it almost killed just now! 



Suddenly, all the creatures within the cold pond simultaneously rushed towards Shi Hao’s location. They 

wanted to collaboratively take him out and seize the dazzling gem-like pagoda. 

“Heavens! That’s a sacred pagoda formed from chaotic earth! It’s a bit more precious than even that 

dragon bone iron sword core! It really is a rarely seen item.” An old ancestor ashore cried out in 

surprise. 

Even though chaotic earth was called earth, it was definitely still a divine object. Once formed into a 

precious artifact, it became invulnerable. Moreover, there were even some symbol imprints from the 

era of primal chaos inside. 

Just these primal chaos symbols alone was enough to make people go crazy. This could be considered a 

supreme treasure! 

At first, no one noticed it. However, once Shi Hao was about to get his hands on it, several supreme 

experts and creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains was alarmed. They began to fight over it 

together. 

This pagoda was incredibly unique. It was full of spirituality as it circled around Shi Hao. He couldn’t 

catch if after many attempts, and at this moment, the incoming experts immediately made Shi Hao feel 

even more rushed and muddled. 

“All of you, drop dead!” The devilish brat flipped out and ferociously brandished his divine force. The 

broken sword in his hand hacked about, immediately sending out a streak of brilliant radiance to engage 

this incoming group. 

Dang! Mo Shang had also arrived. The golden halberd in his hand hacked towards his head, only to be 

blocked by the broken sword. 

A supreme expert roared. It spat out a mouthful of symbols that poured down like a stellar river. It 

submerged the area where Shi Hao was located to suppress him. 

The exquisite pagoda formed from chaotic earth immediately rushed towards the bottom of the pond, 

fleeing from Shi Hao’s side. 

The devilish brat became angry and immediately attacked everywhere in a chaotic manner. Ten 

heavenly passages emerged and formed a resplendent ring with him at the center. Even his flesh 

heavenly body appeared, and they all surged with auspicious multicolored light. 

A huge battle broke out as he frantically attacked these people. All types of techniques emerged. The 

divine striking stone smashed into an unfortunate pure-blooded creature, breaking the bridge of his 

nose and causing blood to trickle out from both his mouth and nose. 

Two years ago, that witch taught Shi Hao a string of incantations that helped him control the divine 

striking stone. Its power increased sharply, and now, even pure-blooded creatures would receive serious 

injuries after being struck. 

The young expert from the Archaic Divine Mountains felt so much pain that even tears flowed out. He 

was angry to the extreme. 



The divine striking stone cried out with ao ao sounds about the pain. It flew about, smashing all over the 

place, and many people suffered as a result. All of them were bleeding from their foreheads. Their 

expressions were ashen, and they were simply angry to an unbearable level. 

Even Mo Shang got caught up in these attacks, and even the crown on his head was shattered. His hair 

was now rather dishevelled, cutting a sorry appearance. 

Everyone stared blankly at this scene. Finally, that piece of crazy rock finally stopped and entered the 

waters, no longer striking at them. 

“Mine, mine, all mine.” The divine striking stone shouted loudly as it chased after the pagoda formed 

out of chaotic earth. It wanted to smash it apart to eat it. 

Whi Shi Hao chased after it, he noticed that the divine striking stone was crying out with pain while 

smashing itself into the pagoda. It was using everything it had to bite it to pieces and eat it. 

It was obvious that its teeth weren’t good enough. This was not just chaotic earth, because after it was 

turning into an artifact core, there were some symbols inside that prevented it from being broken. 

Even though the exquisite pagoda possessed intelligence, it was not something that had its own mind. 

As a result, it was still caught by Shi Hao. 

“Please give it to me! In the future, I will definitely behave myself!” The divine striking stone was 

shouting noisily because this kind of object was too important for its growth. If it truly refined the 

pagoda, then it would be able to improve and transform. 

“Give it to me!” Suddenly, a feeble yet terrifying will rang out within Shi Hao’s mind. 

“Who are you?” The devilish brat became fearful. This was the first time he felt somewhat scared and 

upset. Ever since he stepped into this restrictive ocean region, he had yet to be scared of anything until 

now. 

Even though this will was weak, it could still make one’s soul tremble. It could make one feel as if the 

world was shattering, as if a new heaven and earth was opening. 

A piece of bright and crystalline object appeared in front of his eyes. It came from his hair, and was 

surprisingly the small pagoda that was less than an inch in length. It landed on the chaotic earth. 

“It’s you?” Shi Hao was shocked. This was the first time that this object reacted, and it actually spoke, 

immediately giving him a huge fright. 

“Exchange.” The crystalline and transparent bone pagoda’s words were concise. 

Shi Hao didn’t understand, asking it what it meant by ‘exchange’. 

The finger length bone pagoda released a divine mental fluctuation, informing him that it would grant 

him a one time use. If he was stuck in a desperate situation, it would slaughter all of his enemies and 

tear apart the void to help him escape. 

Shi Hao was shaken. In simpler words, this was a life saving opportunity. 



“Fine!” He nodded in agreement. Even though the artifact core formed from chaotic earth was amazing, 

it was not as important as his life. He wasn’t on the losing end of this exchange. 

This was because he believed in this bone pagoda’s strength. It was something that could even make the 

Willow Deity become serious, a bone artifact that it wasn’t willing to talk about. 

Kacha 

The small pagoda directly smashed the chaotic earth into pieces, devouring the large piece at its center. 

“Big bro, leave some for me!” The divine striking stone cried out miserably. It then jolted its buttocks 

over to curry favor from that small pagoda. 

Kacha 

The small sparkling pagoda didn’t seem to pay any attention to it. After it devoured most of the chaotic 

earth, it only left behind some scraps before returning to Shi Hao’s hair. 

Some powder scattered down from the bone pagoda, and it was clear that the small pagoda had 

completely refined the chaotic earth. It absorbed a portion of its essence and acquired the damaged 

chaotic symbols before returning to a peaceful and unmoving state. 

“Big bro, much thanks!” Upon seeing this, the divine striking stone exalted. It knew that the other party 

didn’t think much of these scraps, so it directly threw itself over before devouring it viciously. 

It couldn’t even chew through the complete pagoda anyway. The leftover fragments were perfectly fine 

for it, so it wolfed it down. 

The devilish brat seemed rather envious while watching this scene. “Does it really taste that good?” He 

spoke while reaching out, wanting to get a piece of itself. 

The divine striking stone immediately shrieked miserably and said, “You don’t need to fight with me! 

You can’t eat this kind of stuff!” Following that, it quickly protected its food and swallowed all of it. 

The devilish brat looked resentful and said, “Do I look like someone who eats anything just because I’m 

hungry?” 

“Yes!” The divine striking stone bluntly replied. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, the ground split open, and waves of terrifying sounds could be heard. It was as if the world 

was being reopened, and even the energy of primal chaos appeared. 

Shi Hao cried out in alarm. He hurriedly rushed up and broke away from the cold pond to see what was 

happening. 

The cave region ahead shone brilliantly as a majestic and imposing main hall emerged. A Kun Peng was 

looking disdainfully at everyone as it radiated with flourishing light. Primal chaos surrounded its body, 

making it look terrifying to the extreme! 

Chapter 257 - Eternity 



It was an unbelievably large ancient hall. The place was grand and endless, with misty heavenly bodies 

overhead, as if this place was connected to the extraterrestrial world. Beneath the starry dome were 

clouds of chaotic energy that filled the entire hall. 

The crowd was befuddled, and no one moved to attack it. The hall opened by itself. No one knew just 

how many tens of thousands of zhang it was in height. It was as if it led to a completely different world! 

Within this ancient hall, there was an extremely lifelike Kun Peng. It stared at everyone with its sun-like 

eyes. 

Its form was ever-changing. One moment it looked like an incomparably large golden Peng with black 

stripes on its body that could cross galaxies. Another moment, it sank into the primal chaos and took on 

the form of a large fish. Its body became pitch black, with a size of several tens of thousands of li. 

The crowd was shocked. Was that a living Kun Peng? This was not a common building, but a grand hall! 

It was absolutely massive. 

The Kun Peng looked down upon them with pride and nonchalance. Many creatures could not withstand 

its presence and immediately knelt down before it. Its divine prowess was magnificent, and it gave off 

an aura of invincibility. 

“How could this be? The Kun Peng is still alive?” 

The crowd was trembling. After so many years, the world had gone under countless transformations and 

and generations of creatures had come and gone. There shouldn’t even be any traces of this creature 

left over, so how could it appear again now? 

The rumor that the Kun Peng died during the archaic era should be true. Now that it appeared again, all 

the experts here became scared. 

The master of the divine nest was still alive, so weren’t they simply seeking death by coming here to 

seize its precious technique? 

However, in the next moment, the giant Kun Peng was gone. The hall was empty and deadly quiet, the 

previous atmosphere nowhere to be found. 

“Yi, what is happening? Why is it gone?” 

“I understand. That was a miraculous scene created from the Kun Peng’s precious technique. It must be 

hidden in this hall!” 

This place immediately became chaotic. Everyone dashed forward. From the mighty experts to the 

condescending elders, all of them had lost their self-restraint. They fought their way into the ancient hall 

with bloodshot eyes. 

Precious technique like this were deemed peerless. If one managed to get hold of it and studied it 

thoroughly, then he would surely be qualified to conquer the world. They would be able to weather any 

trials and tribulations that laid ahead. 

There was a dense fog within the hall, but it only rose up to one’s knees. It was as if they entered a 

heavenly palace. One could only fully appreciate its grandness after entering this hall. 



People kept charging inside. After running for a long distance, they still did not reach the end of the hall. 

An incredibly long time had passed before an ancient altar appeared, floating in the air. 

“There it is!” 

At this moment, everyone could feel that unique aura again. They began to speculate that the Kun 

Peng’s original symbol bones might be on the altar, and that it were these bones that produced the 

miraculous image of a real Kun Peng. 

Immediately, all kinds of beams surged. Treasured artifacts rose up as they dashed towards the altar. 

The mountain-high altar was built from enormous ash-brown boundlers. They appeared to be extremely 

ancient, with little to no divine aura. However, it seemed to possess an even greater affinity with the 

dao. 

The greatest daos were the simplest ones that did not possess thriving sceneries. What this one 

possessed was the fusion of heavens with the earth, the unity of all living creatures. The altar towered 

within this heavenly room. 

Many people speculated that this was probably the tomb of the Kun Peng where all its bones were 

buried. The miraculous image that filled this place just now was a reflection of its imprints. 

Everyone made their way inside. Even though the altar was enormous, it did not contain a single killing 

symbol formation. The Kun Peng would not do such a thing, because if it really wanted to kill these 

people, no one would be able to get in here alive. 

“Is this an altar or an archaic divine mountain?!” 

The crowd was shocked. Spiritual medicines were growing between the stones on this grand altar, and 

the air was filled with spiritual essence. There was even a great waterfall that cascaded downwards, 

spraying out waves of essence. 

The people here believed that these precious medicines were not planted on purpose. Because this 

place was full of great wonders and incredibly dense spiritual essence, it naturally gave birth to these 

precious medicines. 

“That is... definitely a divine medicine!” The crowd realized with astonishment. 

There was a stone stairwell that lead straight to the highest point of the altar. Beneath it grew a unique 

stalk of medicine. A drizzle of light curled around it, making it look rather dreamlike. 

It was a stalk of Star Grass, a rare spiritual existence that could evolve. Once it produced its fourth leaf, it 

could already be considered a spiritual medicine. It was extremely precious. 

The one they discovered, though, had already grown out seven leaves and was shining splendidly. At this 

stage of evolution, even the colors of the plant had changed. The seven leaves were glittering and 

translucent, each with a different color corresponding with the seven colors of a rainbow. It was so 

bright and resplendent that it made people dazed. 



More importantly, the star patterns on each leaf had become deeper. Misty precious light was flowing 

within them, as if stars were twinkling one after another on them. It made these leaves look absolutely 

magnificent. 

“Star Grasses can actually grow seven leaves?!” The crowd was shocked. 

Star Grasses were usually hard to come by, and the ones that everyone discovered were all four-leafed. 

The existence of this stalk was absolutely insane. 

“Once the eighth leaf comes out, it will become a divine medicine. Yi, something isn’t right. Look, its 

eighth leaf is already sprouting. It’s turning into a divine medicine!” 

Someone shouted in surprise. There was a small bud at the very tip of that stalk of star grass. It was 

wrapped within a sphere of light, brimming with vitality. n𝑂𝚟𝑬-𝗅𝑏.1n 

This discovery made everyone go mad. Once they were dug up,nurtured carefully, and watered with the 

spiritual springs, this stalk of medicine would surely become an extremely rare divine medicine. 

As soon as the word ‘divine medicine’ was spoken, the crowd immediately went crazy. All sorts of 

symbols flew out as they dashed towards it. 

Hong! 

A river of stars suddenly fell down, blasting away all those that had came near. The crowd immediately 

halted. They felt their hearts racing, since they were almost struck like the others. That river of light was 

powerful enough to collapse mountains. 

“Those are... weapons!” 

Weapons like the sword core they saw moments ago in that cold pond had fled here. After Shi Hao 

obtained the exquisite pagoda made from chaotic earth, these powerful spirited entities were all 

frightened and hid themselves here. 

Among them were also weapons. They were not unfinished cores, but real archaic divine objects! 

“The magical artifacts of the Kun Peng! Those are the weapons it used!” 

Nothing shocked the crowd more than these items. Apart from its precious technique, these were the 

objects that the Kun Peng cherished the most, and they were all displayed on this altar. 

There were eight or nine weapons that were floating above the others, and all of them were surrounded 

by divine light. Apart from those unfinished cores, there was also an exquisite dragon-tooth dagger, a 

golden fan, and a black ruler. 

The weapon in the center was the most special one, and it was being surrounded by the other artifacts. 

Misty chaotic energy flowed all around it, making it appear extremely terrifying and astonishing. 

Upon closer inspection, it was actually damaged. It was a great halberd that was ancient and unadorned. 

Even the halberd’s blade was dim and lusterless. It was broken into three pieces, and dense chaotic 

energy surrounded it. 

“It’s Eternity!” 



“It’s a legendary weapon that belonging to the highest level of heavenly ranks, one of the ten great 

weapons of the archaic era!” 

Even the elders were astonished. Their bodies trembled as they became excited beyond belief. This was 

a true weapon of legend. 

Eternity had followed the Kun Peng throughout endless battles, allowing it to remain ever victorious. In 

front of its power, all other precious artifacts would turn into ashes. Some said that Eternity was refined 

from a true dragon, while others claimed that the Kun Peng refined it from his own symboled bones. 

No matter what material it was made from, its might was unquestionable. It was all-conquering, 

regardless of whether it faced deities or devils. From heavenly-ranked vicious beasts to divine birds, 

nothing could withstand its attacks. 

The weapon was bathed in blood during the archaic time. Countless mighty beings died at its blade. All 

clans trembled at it during that time. Any powerful creature would gasp and shiver with fear at the 

mention of its name. 

Now that it was displayed here, everyone became both crazy and befuddled at the same time. It was 

actually broken, turning into three pieces. This... how did this happen? 

No one had heard about it being broken! People only knew that it had followed its master into the Kun 

Peng nest, never to be seen again since. 

It then dawned on them that something must have happened back then that the outside world was not 

aware of. What sort of great battle took place back then? This was just too terrible. What kind of 

frightening thing was this? 

With Eternity in hand, the Kun Peng represented absolute invincibility, yet it was still cornered like so. 

Could it be that the the fall of the Kun Peng... also had something to do with this? 

Soon after, the crowd felt rather vexed again. Even the supreme experts were frowning, because even 

after Eternity was broken into three pieces, it was still too powerful for them to take away. Moreover, 

their cultivation levels were being suppressed, and with only their spiritual bodies here, the situation 

was looking even more hopeless. 

The river of stars just then was released by Eternity. It wasn’t even one of its attacks, and was merely 

some of the light that drifted around it, yet it was already so terrifying. Who could fight against it? 

The divine treasures were right in front of them. All types of archaic treasures were being displayed, yet 

they could only watch helplessly. This type of feeling was incredibly complicated. 

The crowd felt incredibly conflicted and frustrated. They were truly being tempted right now! So many 

weapons were lying there, yet they couldn’t approach at all. This was pure torture. 

“The Kun Peng’s nest has already split open, so it’s only right for it to not make things difficult for us. It 

has left its legacy for future generations, or else we wouldn’t have been able to make it this far.” 

There was someone who whispered this softly after grasping the key to this problem. 



The crowd felt awed after hearing these words, and soon after, they all became silent. They all began to 

spread their divine senses afterwards to communicate with the weapons on the altar, hoping to receive 

their recognition. 

Unfortunately, they were disappointed. Let alone Eternity, the golden fan, black Sky-measuring Ruler 

and dragon-tooth dagger did not even respond. Even objects like the sword core had ignored them. 

The divine medicines and weapons were all lying there, but they could only look at these matchless 

treasures from afar, not able to get close at all. The felt utterly defeated. 

"I must have it.” 

The Sea Deity descendant stared at the damaged Eternity with eyes that flickered with frenzy. He was 

extremely fond of it, because his original weapon of choice was a halberd. 

He was not the only one. The young individuals from the Archaic Divine Mountains were also eyeing it 

with divine light-filled pupils. Weren’t these legendary divine weapons meant for matchless heroes? 

They were young and vigorous, and they were at the age where one could rise abruptly to power, so 

they longed for to become a legend. 

Needless to say, those supreme experts also desired these weapons. They could be used to guard their 

clans and help them prosper forever. 

"Broken weapons can still be fixed!” Shi Hao similarly spoke to himself. He couldn’t shift his eyes away 

once he saw this weapon. He wanted to hold it in his hands and use it to to travel the world. 

"Fellow cultivators, there’s only one way left. Let’s take out all our Kun Peng bone pieces, scales and 

feathers, and use them to climb onto the altar. Otherwise, we won’t get anything,” said someone. 

Everyone nodded. So many great forces had gathered here. They were masters of Ocean Divine Islands, 

supreme experts of their regions, and others, so there were naturally some within this group that could 

bring out things like broken Kun Peng bones. 

Just like that, even Shi Hao brought out a piece he obtained previously from ransacking Mo Shang with 

the little witch. Later on, she left it with him when she left. 

When the sea deity descendant saw this, his eyebrows immediately arched. He began to burn with rage. 

As a result, the crowd began to climb the altar while holding these scales and feathers. The weapons 

indeed did not attack them, but they still did not dare pick the divine medicines or touch the black Sky-

measuring Ruler, dragon tooth dagger, the golden precious fan, or Eternity. 

At this moment, the people here could not shift their eyes away. They were staring at the center of this 

place. A stone platform rested there, as if it was a coffin. 

A bone laid on top of the platform. It was golden in color with black stripes running through it. Symbols 

densely surrounded it, swirling with the profound mysteries of the heavens! 

"This is it! This is it!” Everyone began to shout loudly 

Chapter 258 - Kun Peng Symboled Bone 



Everyone now understood that this was precisely the primordial symbol bone of the Kun Peng, and it 

was lying right there! It contained its mightiest divine ability, which was one of the ten great archaic 

precious techniques. 

What did they endure so much and come so far for? Everyone was here for this precious technique! Yet 

right now, it was right in front of their eyes, so how could their hearts not be moved? 

The primordial symbol bone was more important than anything else, because it contained everything. 

Every last bit of the Kun Peng’s secret methods should be recorded within, and its unsurpassed 

profound mysteries were stored inside. 

Symbols flowed and crimson light flickered. It seemed as if rivers of stars were moving up and down. It 

was only a bone, but it seemed to be bearing the will of the universe. 

Its might soared above the nine heavens, with a great dao infused within! 

Hong! 

Kun Peng spread its wings, and an image of its true form reappeared. It was the same as what happened 

not long ago, immediately filling up this place. It soared above them all, and its enormous body seemed 

to be able to traverse the heavens. 

The vision was indeed caused by this bone. It represented the inexhaustible fighting intent, as well as 

the Kun Peng’s unequalled will. Even if it had fallen, it would still not be completely extinguished. 

Many people felt weak and collapsed onto the ground, failing to resist. Not even the supreme experts 

could withstand the pressure. They began to stagger about and almost kneel down. 

Later on, this Peng turned into an enormous black fish that undulated up and down like a continent. 

Only when it returned into the primal chaos did everything vanish. 

It turned back into a bone, becoming completely silent. 

“It... was demonstrating its unmatched profound mysteries just now. Unfortunately, we don’t have the 

bone in our hands, so we cannot study and comprehend it. If we did, this would have definitely been an 

extremely great opportunity to understand the dao.” Someone spoke out in a trembling voice. 

“It’s broken. It isn’t completely intact!” Right at that moment, there was someone who cried out. There 

were cracks running through that bone! Even though it was still in one piece, it was clear that it could be 

separated. 

“This... Fortunately, it didn’t suffer any deficiencies. The symbols inside should not have been affected. 

Once obtained, the profound mysteries inside should still be able to be studied.” 

The crowd sighed with relief after watching it more closely. Although the bone was cracked, nothing was 

missing. The bone could still be studied after being put together. 

“It’s rather strange!” Shi Hao said to himself. He walked on the Kun Peng path, and used the supreme 

being’s method to refine his own body. When he watched the Kun Peng’s nest from afar in the past, he 

saw some symbols. Currently, he seemed to have gained some insight. 



A sect master softly shouted, ordering the disciples from his sect to rush forward together. After 

checking several times, they still did not find any symbols stopping them, so they felt that they could 

approach now. 

The crowd began to rejoice at this moment. They all charged forward, and their minds were flooded 

with greedy thoughts. 

This archaic divine treasury was most likely opened as a gift towards later generations. Otherwise, the 

Kun Peng definitely would not have decided to leave anything behind and destroyed everything. 

The primordial symbol bone was the most crucial piece. After obtaining, it was likely that it would 

enable them to control everything, even the ability to obtain ‘Eternity’ and those other terrifying 

weapons. 

This was entirely possible. Once these thoughts emerged, everyone immediately felt their blood boiling 

as they dashed forward. 

Large groups of experts rushed forward, and even supreme experts moved out. They no longer had to 

hold themselves back, because now was the time to act. The one that remained undefeated and 

victorious was the one that would obtain the precious technique. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao was forced to fight. Originally, he still wanted to stay towards the back because he didn’t think 

everyone would suddenly move. The light from all types of symbols flew about, submerging this place. 

Those that didn’t fight back were simply walking targets. There were many rogue cultivators that swept 

through this place, hostile towards everyone but themselves. 

The first individual that got struck by Shi Hao’s fist immediately flew backwards and exploded mid-air. 

That person didn’t even get to see who attacked him before he died miserably, making him extremely 

regretful. 

Shi Hao forced open a path and directly rushed towards the center of this place, quickly closing in on 

that stone platform. The precious bone came into view, and was not almost within reach. 

He created a hand formed from light and grabbed towards that primordial symboled bone. However, 

right when he was about to obtain it, a barrier of light surged, pushing his hand back. 

“Yi?” He was surprised. The resistance came from the precious bone itself. It did not allow people to get 

near, yet it did not fight back fiercely either. 

Even though it was rather unfortunate, it was still a good sign. This place wasn’t that dangerous on its 

own. The bone was still obtainable, and it was only a matter of time at this point. 

When everyone saw this, everyone was immediately startled. This youth was too formidable! He made 

his way through the crowd like a hot knife through butter as he killed his way inside. They all tried to 

stop him. 

Hong! 



A supreme expert attacked. There was still quite a bit of distance between the two when he released a 

precious technique. A Bi’an roared and charged over while surrounded in golden light. 

Shi Hao’s two hands moved about. A sun emerged, and with a forceful push and a loud rumbling sound, 

the radiance of electricity lit this place up brilliantly. This area immediately exploded as lightning hacked 

outwards. The Bi’an was immediately shattered, and at the same time, many people’s bodies were 

charred black from the electricity as they fell. Those supreme experts even began to hastily take move 

out of the way. 

Intense fights were breaking out in other areas as well. There were others who were rapidly 

approaching the central region. 

“Get out of the way, or else all of you can go die!” The sea deity descendant Mo Shang blasted out a 

path and charged forward as if there was no one standing in his way. 

With a pu sound, blood splashed outwards. Several sect ancestors of the Mermaid Clan were hacked 

apart, losing their lives here. 

“Mo Shang, you’ve gone too far!” 

A beautiful figure appeared, belonging to a female mermaid. The lower part of her body was that was a 

silver fish, and the top was that of a human. Her skin was spotlessly white, and her chest was covered by 

seashells. Her beautiful hair fluttered behind her, and two streaks of divine radiance shot out from her 

eyes. 

She held a chi[1] length staff in her hands, and embedded within that staff were brilliant divine divine 

gems. With a wave, a dazzling brilliant radiance was released, causing symbols to surge over like ocean 

waves. 

The sea deity descendant Mo Shang stood there without any fear in front of this attack. However, there 

were many fighting servants behind him whose expressions changed, crying out loudly as they tried to 

escape. 

The golden halberd in Mo Shang’s hands swept out, and a streak of golden lightning hacked apart the 

barrier of light made out of symbols. He looked extremely valiant as he killed his way forward. 

“Kill!” n𝓸𝓋𝑒/𝗅𝔟-1n 

The Mermaid Clan’s female genius immediately revealed anger on her sparkling face. Her head of 

beautiful hair scattered about as the staff in her hands erupted with incredible light. With a fierce 

sweep, tens of thousands of lightning bolts descended down on this place! 

Behind the sea deity descendant Mo Shang, a battle servant cried out loudly. His entire body was 

scorched black, and many people other around him collapsed within the water, dying violent deaths. 

“You dare to hurt my men! Where do you think you are going?!” Mo Shang shouted loudly with an 

unstoppable attitude. The halberd swept across the sky, and there was nothing that could stand in its 

way as it broke through the barrier of light and killed his way forward. 

The great fight ensued, but the young mermaid was not his match. Her hair scattered about. She could 

not continue on much longer. 



However, this was still rather shocking. After all, for the past two years, there was no one who could 

defeat Mo Shang. He swept through this entire sea region, and not even supreme experts didn’t want 

conflict to spark between them. It was clear just how terrifying he was. 

On the other side, the pure-blooded creatures of the Archaic Divine Mountains joined forces. They tore 

through everyone like rotten weeds, displaying a power that was matchless as they charged towards the 

precious bone. 

“Kill!” 

The masters of various sects also showed themselves. They no longer hid themselves and unleashed a 

killing spree. They rushed forward and extended their hands towards the piece of precious bone. 

At that moment, a divine lamp lit up. The Flaming Fish clan youth Han Tian also showed up with the 

Divine Lamp of Illumination in hand. With a light blow, a huge expanse of raging flames rushed out from 

the lampwick. 

“Fall back!” 

The sect masters felt a wave of horror and immediately evaded the sea of flames. That was an archaic 

magical artifact, as well a rather evil lamp. According to legend, the lamp was fueled by divine blood. 

“Open!” 

A supreme expert made his move. With an ancient treasure in hand, he released a mist of water that 

engulfed those flames. 

However, once the blazing flames made contact with the water, it began to flourish with even more 

vigorously. Chi la sounds rang out, and the watery mist immediately evaporated. With a hong sound, 

half of the elder’s sleeve was burnt away, almost making his body suffer as well. 

A melee took place here. Everyone was fighting everyone. As soon as somebody approached the 

precious bone, he would receive attacks from behind and had to back off. 

A chaotic battle broke out, and everyone engaged in this power struggle. As soon as someone 

approached the precious bone, they would immediately suffer attacks from the people behind them and 

be forced to retreat. 

“Come to me!” 

The devilish brat was extremely savage, blasting away everyone around him and clearing up this area. 

He took out the heaven and earth pouch to try and collect the entire stone platform. 

The sky trembled, and the stone platform also began to shake. However, the Kun Peng bone also shone, 

becoming even more brilliant. It formed a barrier of light that surrounded this place, not allowing the 

platform to be brought away. 

He had no choice but to push forward with everything he had. The devilish brat was absolutely terrifying 

when he fought with everything he had. Ordinary creatures did not stand a chance against him, and 

even supreme experts would feel apprehensive when facing him. 



Suddenly, a great halberd hacked over from the side. Mo Shang made his move, and with a honglong 

sound, golden light surged like great waves. Apart from a handful of people, no one else was his match. 

Upon making contact with this light, they would inevitably explode to pieces. 

"Get out of the way!” Shi Hao shouted and struck at the halberd with his broken sword. The impact 

created splendid light, sending all the people nearby into the sky. 

"You should stay down there!” Responded Mo Shang with a cold voice. He was trying to knock Shi Hao 

down from the altar. 

Hong! 

On the other side, the Divine Lamp of Illuminating displayed its power, surrounding both of them. Divine 

flames burned fiercely, forcing them to act defensively. 

The place was in absolute chaos. Shi Hao had exchanged blows with many opponents, and even rushed 

near the stone platform several times. However, he was interrupted each time, preventing him from 

obtaining the precious bone. 

During his most successful attempt, his body got extremely close. When he reached out with everything 

he had, he seemed to have reached past the barrier of light and touched the symbol bone. In the end, 

he was blasted away by some supreme experts. 

The devilish brat was absolutely infuriated, entering a berserk state. He summoned the ten heavenly 

passages to nourish his flesh heavenly passage. His left hand hacked out with the broken sword while his 

right hand turned into streaks of lightning, bringing out the Suan Ni’s precious technique. Behind him, a 

Kun Peng spread its wings and rushed out. 

Hong! 

This was an incredibly fierce and intense battle. A supreme expert spat out blood after being struck 

flying by Shi Hao. His spiritual body seemed to have almost been destroyed. 

“Blue -fur brat, get over here now!” He bashed left and right as he rushed forward, beating the supreme 

expert until he spat out blood. He then rushed towards Mo Shang to get rid of him. 

The two collided violently! 

Shi Hao went crazy. His head of thick black hair seemed to be standing straight as the broken sword 

continuously hacked about. Every single slash struck down on the golden halberd, sending sparks flying 

in all directions. 

Mo Shang roared as he fought back fiercely. The two seemed to have gone berserk. The sea deity 

descendant Mo Shang was starting to feel a bit intimidated, because this fellow was powerful to a 

ridiculous level. Even his arms were starting to feel numb. 

"Suppress him!” 

Several elders attacked all at once and rushed forward to suppress Shi Hao together. They felt that this 

fellow was extremely dangerous after he went crazy, because the power he released was simply too 

powerful. 



In the end, many people joined in from mutual understanding. The devilish brat was too formidable, 

possessing a fighting strength that was excessively terrifying. They wanted to cooperatively eliminate 

him before fighting over the treasure. 

“You should get over here as well!” 

The frenzied Shi Hao possessed a demeanor that was utterly invincible. The Flaming Fish youth Han Tian 

even became one of his targets. 

"Kill him!” 

The supreme experts laughed coldly. The old ancestors began to shout loudly, seeming to have become 

even more stirred up. With so many of them acting together, how could they not get rid of him? 

There were many creatures in the distance that still did not make their moves. They thought that they 

had no chances of obtaining the Kun Peng’s symbolled bone, so they didn’t want to die in vain. Instead, 

they watched from a sufficiently safe distance. 

The crowd gasped after seeing this scene. That youth was too powerful! He was fighting against 

everyone by himself! This was simply beyond terrifying. 

Shi Hao weaved in and out as he fought, his bravery simply unstoppable. 

In the end, his entire body shone. Golden swirls appeared on the surface of his body, drawing in spiritual 

essence and symbols from all directions. This was the wonder of having a completely spiritualized body. 

He could receive the spiritual essence of others and use it for himself. 

Together with his Golden Spiral Rippling Technique, those symbols and essence energy were absorbed 

at an even faster speed. 

“Not good!” Right at this moment, Mo Shang and Han Tian both released a loud shout. Both of their 

bodies were similarly spiritualized, so they knew what the devilish brat was trying to do. 

Hong! 

Fuelled by the power gathered from everyone, Shi Hao suddenly leapt up towards the stone platform 

resting at the center. He reached out his hand towards the symbol bone. 

One-third of a meter 

Chapter 259 - Chaotic Bloody Battle 

The golden barrier was destroyed. Shi Hao’s right hand stretched out, and it seemed to almost make 

contact with that Kun Peng bone. This made everyone’s expressions change greatly. 

“Not good! Stop him!” 

The crowd of powerful individuals shouted out. The other side was trying to use their energy to break 

through that powerful barrier of light and loot that precious supreme bone. 

This was the wonder of body spiritualization. Not only did it improve one’s cultivation speed greatly, 

when enemies attacked, their spiritual essence could be seized and used for oneself. 



Chi 

Mo Shang was the first one to realize this. He sliced down with the golden halberd towards Shi Hao’s 

arm ferociously. His entire body was blossoming with golden symbols. 

With a dang sound, Shi Hao’s swung his broken sword to protect himself. However, his body was still 

shaken, so he was slightly deterred from his goal. His body was truly strong, so once the golden spirals 

appeared around his body, he continued to borrow force to disperse that barrier of light. 

“Quickly, stop him!” Even those great supreme experts’ became anxious, because the opposing party 

had already made contact with the precious bone. It was about to end up in his hands. 

An expanse of symbols lit up. It was as if they were were cast from molten iron. They released a 

glistening light and flickered with icy radiance as they subdued Shi Hao. These symbols were trying to 

turn him into ashes. 

Several supreme experts took action at the same time. This area was absolutely chaotic as wuwu sounds 

echoes throughout the cave. They were trying to deal the fatal blow, and any normal cultivator would 

have exploded on the spot. 

The devilish child cried out loudly and used all of his strength to defend himself. A Kun Peng rushed out 

from his ten heavenly passages and travelled through the sky. It was extremely vivid and lifelike. It 

possessed the air of a supreme being as its piercing gaze swept out. 

This gave everyone a great fright. They were currently trying to seize the Kun Peng bone, yet a Peng bird 

suddenly flew out, making everyone nervous. 

While everyone was startled, Shi Hao seized that opportunity to complete the final stretch. He grabbed 

the Kun Peng bone and prepared to jump out of here. 

Hong! 

The youngster Han Tian made his move. He led tens of thousands of Flaming Fish clan members, and 

they all released endless flaming symbols, forming a sea of fire. 

“We can’t let him get away!” The supreme experts snapped out of their daze. They did not hide 

anything, releasing their most powerful attacks and bringing out their magical artifacts passed down 

from ancient times as they attacked. 

Shi Hao found himself in a dangerous crisis as all of these attacks targeted him. Blood immediately 

flowed from the corners of his lips. This wave of energy was too tremendous. 

This entire area was packed densely with symbols. The pure-blooded creatures, as well as incredibly 

powerful creatures like Mo Shang and Han Tian were making making this region tremble greatly. 

These individuals were all equipped with ancient magical artifacts. The altar erupted with the sound of 

explosions. Shi Hao was blasted down into the ground, receiving severe injuries in the process. 

In the end, he was still only alone, and wasn’t some deity. He could fight against Mo Shang and Han Tian 

one on one, but now that so many experts had rushed up together with supreme experts even taking 

action, it was just impossible to protect against. 



Even a young supreme being wouldn’t be able to do anything. There were just too many people, and all 

of them were ridiculously powerful. The appearance of any of them would make others feel intimidated, 

and they could all rule over a region in the outside world. 

In other words, once this group of people joined hands, they could sweep through everything under the 

heavens. It was just too difficult to defend against! 

Shi Hao also went crazy. After being injured, he began to weave left and right. The broken sword 

erupted with dark light, and his entire body was covered in symbols that raged fiercely. The ten 

heavenly passages merged and crushed in all directions. 

Pu! 

An ancestor was hacked apart by him. When the broken sword sliced down, that creature was cut open 

from his forehead all the way down to the space between its legs, its entire body split in two. Shi Hao 

rushed from that location while drenched in blood. 

He was like a demonic god as he unleashed a huge slaughter. Even though he was injured, he was still 

incomparably bold and powerful like a supreme war god as he swept through everyone. 

Dang! 

He exchanged a blow with Mo Shang’s weapon. His other hand slapped out, and the two individuals 

collided with a huge sound. Symbols rumbled and surged like golden waves. The surrounding groups of 

people immediately spat out large mouthfuls of blood as they flew backwards. 

This was a power struggle between two incredibly talented heavenly youth! There were many who 

couldn’t defend themselves from the shockwaves created from their attacks. Other than the supreme 

experts, not even the clan ancestors of great sects could fight them at the realm of Spirit 

Transformation. 

“Let’s see how much longer you can continue!” Mo Shang shouted. 

For some reason, the devilish brat aimed an endless barrage of attacks at him. The broken sword in his 

hand hacked down, creating deafening kengqiang sounds, making the crowds’ souls tremble. 

These attacks were too powerful. Symbols blossomed and blew up like fireworks. The two fought 

intensely, and over a hundred moves were exchanged in the blink of an eye. It deeply shocked everyone. 

Everything happened too quickly and ferociously. How could ordinary people stop them? There was 

someone who continued to fight from the side, but exploded upon being struck by Shi Hao’s sword, 

turning into bloody rain and shattered bones. 

Ah... Mo Shang cried out loudly. Even someone as powerful as him felt his arms going numb. The space 

between his thumb and forefinger were splitting apart, with blood flowing out from that spot. 

The other party’s strength was too ridiculous. This power all came from a single broken sword. If it was 

switched for a great halberd, he might be even more ferocious. 



This was the power of someone who was unequalled! The devilish brat was still younger than him by 

several years, yet his strength was so great. Equipped with symbols, he had the strength to uproot 

mountains and shift seas. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao displayed his might, unleashing a barrage of attacks on Mo Shang. 

Hong! 

Several supreme experts simultaneously laid out a formation pattern. These were created from an array 

of symbols, and as soon as they were activated, the entire cave began to tremble. Everyone was 

shocked, it was quite possible this was something only supreme experts could take out! 

Normal people would rarely even see such things. This was not a normal killing formation, but rather a 

terrifying series of formations made out of symbols. Its might had reached the limit of power that could 

be displayed here! 

After suffering the attack of this formation arrangement, Shi Hao’s body shook violently. With a fierce 

strike, he was able to force back Mo Shang and cause him to cough out blood. However, the corners of 

Shi Hao’s lips were also dripping with blood. 

With so many experts joining hands, this was simply too difficult to fight against. It was difficult for him 

to even defeat one of these powerful opponents right now. 

With a hong sound, flames overflowed into the heavens. The symbol formation array was forced back. 

Han Tian made his move again. His divine lamp of illumination was extremely terrifying as it burned the 

blood of deities. Even though its power was being suppressed here, everything was still almost burnt to 

ashes by it. 

Even though it was extremely terrifying, Shi Hao had no choice but to deal with it. He used the ten 

heavenly passages to scatter those flames. 

“Kill!” 

Those supreme experts once again assembled their symbols. They were packed densely, like characters 

that were carved out of metal. It seemed as if they possessed the power to crush all everything in this 

world. 

If it was just a single supreme expert, then so be it. However, this was formation array created from the 

collaborative effort of several people. With a honglong sound, symbols interweaved into a sphere of 

light. It smashed into Shi Hao’s body and sent him flying. He immediately spat out large mouthfuls of 

blood. 

“Get rid of him!” 

One of the old ancestors shouted loudly. Immediately, a group of people rushed with even more 

courage and determination. Shi Hao’s power exceeded their expectations. It was too dangerous to leave 

him alive. 

Dang! 



This time, Shi Hao’s broken sword scattered apart the symbol formation array. However, another clan’s 

formation arrived, forcing him to once again stagger backwards. Blood trickled out from the corners of 

his lips. 

“Do you think it’s that easy to bully and humiliate me?!” The devilish brat’s temper immediately rose. He 

wiped off the blood from his lips. His body lit up and his ten heavenly passages trembled as they 

nourished his flesh heavenly passage. 

“Kill!” 

He went all out, using everything he had to summon the Kun Peng’s precious technique. Behind him, a 

black wave surged, all of it created from symbols. An enormous fish appeared, raising waves that 

seemed to reach into the heavens. 

He did not merely activate his own technique. With the true Kun Peng bone in hand, the precious 

technique’s power increased exponentially, as if the archaic Kun Peng had completely reappeared. 

The devilish brat was extremely daring, trying to comprehend this technique on the scene. He fought 

bloodily with these people while simultaneously activating the bone in his hands. He was trying to 

understand the contents and obtain its profound mysteries for himself. 

“Not good! Stop him!” 

The people cried out loudly. Even though they believed that there was no way he could immediately 

obtain the precious technique, they still weren’t willing to let him delve in too deeply. Who didn’t want 

to get dip their fingers in a precious technique like this? They weren’t willing to let someone else probe 

its mysterious. 

“Kill!” Everyone began to frantically attack. 

Shi Hao was also roared furiously. The enormous black fish that was who knows how many li in length 

also swept towards the crowd. The black waves formed from symbols seemed even more boundless as 

it swept out. 

Hong! 

Once the great waves struck the skies, the group of cultivators rushing forward immediately exploded, 

leaving behind a rain of blood. Only their bony remains were left behind. 

Shi Hao was startled. With his hand on the broken sword, he felt a powerful surge of the symbol’s 

profound mysteries. It was extremely vast and majestic, and even with his natural talents, it would be 

impossible for him to remember it all without several days and nights. 

In reality, all of these complicated and profound symbols could all be summed up with a single 

character. The great dao was could be simplified and completely condensed. 

Unfortunately, those primordial symbols were extremely vague and indistinct. It was impossible for him 

to reach the primal imprint without first digesting the sea of symbols around it. 

This was also one of the reasons why everyone else did not worry excessively. There was no one who 

could could instantly comprehend all of mysteries within the Kun Peng’s primal bone. 



Hong! 

With the Kun Peng bone in hand, Shi Hao’s precious technique became much stronger. It immediately 

blew back a large number of people, causing them to spit out blood. Even those supreme experts were 

like this. 

Of course, he himself also suffered severe injuries. After being struck by someone’s palm, his chest was 

almost blasted through. 

“You dare to try and kill me! Go to hell!” The devilish brat flipped out. He held the broken sword in one 

hand while holding the symbol bone in the other. His body was surrounded by the Kun Peng’s precious 

technique as he rushed towards that supreme elder. 

This was an incredibly bitter fight. Shi Hao focused all of his attacks on the other party, continuously 

battering that supreme elder. In the end, that sword finally pierced through his skull, causing a string of 

blood to fly into the air. 

“What?!” Everyone sucked in a breath of cold air. This was a supreme expert! Dying here was truly not 

worth it. 

“Die!” Shi Hao shook the sword, and his head was immediately sliced into pieces. The corpse fell onto 

the ground, and then turned into a rain of light. 

It wasn’t his real body, but rather the supreme expert’s spiritual body. After receiving such attacks, his 

real body would also suffer great consequences. 

Immediately, the battlefield seemed somewhat cold and desolate. Everyone felt a chill run down their 

spines. That was a supreme expert! There was hardly any difference in fighting strength between the 

spirit body and the real one, yet it still died like that. 

If it was the real body, wouldn’t it signify that one of the Archaic Divine Mountains’ giants fell? 

“Kill!” 

The devilish brat’s eyes were a murderous red. After being attacked from all sides by all the powerful 

creatures here, his injuries were now extremely severe. He engaged all of these experts again, clashing 

greatly with all of them. 

Fear rose within everyone. Even Mo Shang had been injured. The light created from that broken sword’s 

light brushed past his shoulder, almost hacking off his arm. Large amounts of blood flowed out from that 

wound. 

Shi Hao was also wounded, moreover extremely severely. However, he still continued to fight in order to 

break out. 

The Kun Peng bone in his hands lit up, raising his precious techniques’ power to a whole to level. 

“Kill him!” Everyone shouted loudly. 

The battlefield was extremely intense. The devilish brat attacked left and right, and every time he nearly 

broke out, he would once again be surrounded. 



His entire body was covered in blood, and wounds covered his body. Many of those injuries were 

created by the symbol formation arrays. Mo Shang and Han Tian also brought him quite a bit of pain. 

Shi Hao released everything he had, completely throwing himself into the battlefield. The broken sword 

in his hands became increasingly resplendent, erupting with black light as it unleashed a great slaughter. 

Pu 

He hacked off the head of a sect elder, bringing about a large splash of blood as it flew out ten meters. 

The scene was utterly dreadful. 

Pu 

He hacked apart an aristocratic noble into two pieces. Blood immediately gushed everywhere. n𝓸𝑣𝖾/𝗅𝑩-

1n 

“Kill!” 

Within waves of resounding kengqiang sounds, ancient weapons collided fiercely and sparks flew 

everywhere. He hacked apart another supreme elder’s spirit body, chopping it into several pieces. 

Right now, everyone was horrified. The youngster fighting was not that old, yet he carved out his own 

bloody path to glory and fame. This was without doubt unrivalled here, the embodiment of absolute 

strength. 

Chapter 260 - Escape 

With a pu sound, the shining broken sword stabbed into the chest of a sea clan noble lord. With a 

violent shake of the sword, he was dismembered, dying instantly. 

Driven by a crazed blood-lust, Shi Hao was covered by blood as he fought his way around. He went into 

a killing spree. Precious techniques burned furiously and the broken sword shone resplendently as it 

struck and swept, causing large amounts of blood to splash everywhere. 

He fought like a demonic god, summoning all kinds of bone texts and precious techniques. Bodies piled 

up all around him, and the blood of various creatures splattered high into the air before landing onto his 

body, turning him into a blood-covered figure. 

Of course, Shi Hao had already been badly injured himself. He could not hold on much longer if he kept 

fighting like this. 

Suddenly, Mo Shang went crazy, and Han Tian also charged again. Several supreme experts also 

summoned their formation array, planning for their final attack. Shi Hao immediately sank into a 

predicament. 

The pure-blooded creatures of the Archaic divine mountain made their moves, charging forward 

together. The old ancestors of large sects and others also started to attack him. Interweaving symbols 

filled the entire sky. 

Shi Hao was struggling to cope with the attacks. This time, he was sent flying into mid-air by the blast. 

He suffered many injuries, because it was too difficult to completely defend himself. 



Moreover, right at that moment, he felt an aggressive aura lashing towards him. It came from mid-air 

and made his scalp tighten. Even his entire skull began to ache severely. 

He immediately looked up, finding a pair of jet black and awe-inspiring iron claws before his eyes. They 

were extremely sharp and shone with a piercingly cold light, looking very threatening. 

“Duo!” 

Shi Hao made a soft shout and sprayed out rays of divine light from his mouth. They smashed into the 

claws, creating metallic sounds and sending sparkles flying everywhere. Fortunately, the claws were 

fended off and did not catch Shi Hao. 

The claws belonged to a giant bird. Its entire body was jet black and it had eyes like blood-red moons. 

The bird was several hundred zhang long. As it circled high up in the sky, symbols flowed around it, 

sending off an incomparably powerful aura. 

“It’s the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow!” 

Shi Hao clenched his teeth. He was worried as well as enraged. This vicious bird was brutal and 

terrifying. It had slaughtered a land as wide as a hundred thousand li, and had also attacked the Heaven 

Mending Pavilion. It was directly responsible for the fall of that pure land. 

“Kill!” 

He roared and no longer care about anything else. Controlling his treasured artifacts, he flew up and 

charged at the vicious bird, desiring to fight to the death with it. 

On any ordinary day, he definitely would be no match for this vicious bird. However, this was not a 

normal place and he had nothing to fear. He could tell from the transformed body of the Heaven 

Swallowing Sparrow, that it was far from its best state. 

Back then, the devil bird had wings that could spread for tens of thousands li and cover the entire sky. 

Its symbols would pile up and pour down like torrents with unstoppable ferocity. 

Now that its body was only several hundred zhang in length, Shi Hao felt strong enough to put up a fight. 

From the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow’s perspective, Shi Hao was a talented youth who was holding the 

precious techniques passed down by Kun Peng, so he was its killing target. At the same time, it 

recognized the broken sword that it detested bitterly, so the bird was determined to kill the youth. 

In reality, it was so superior that it wouldn’t have cared at all about a cultivator at Shi Hao’s level. As a 

result, it had no idea that Shi Hao’s hatred for it was even thicker. 

Shi Hao flew high into the sky using his treasured artifacts and caught up with the Heaven Swallowing 

Sparrow. He took up the sword and struck at the bird. 

The broken sword shone brightly, smashing into the boundless black feathers. With dangdang sounds, 

patches of feathers were cut down, swirling and drifting in the sky. 

The Heaven Swallowing Sparrow was infuriated. It circled around and dove down towards Shi Hao. Black 

flames spurted out of its beak, threatening to burn down the sky. 



At the same time, the crowd swarmed around Shi Hao and closed in on him, leaving him with no chance 

to escape. They rushed forward and attacked at once. 

However, Shi Hao focussed his attention unshakably on the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow. Even if he was 

going suffer injuries, he was still going to risk his life fighting this devil bird. Blood splashed everywhere 

as the two fought intensely. 

Peng! 

Finally, he made his way onto the devil bird’s back. Wounds were covering his body, and they were 

worsening by the second. With the broken sword in hand, he stabbed at the hundred zhang tall demonic 

sparrow’s body. 

With a hong sound, the unrivalled blade radiance pierced through the formidable black feathers, sinking 

deep into its body. The Heaven Swallowing Sparrow cried angrily and flapped its wings to fly higher up. It 

was shaking violently, trying to throw Shi Hao off. 

The black light rose rapidly, and the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow shrunk at a tremendous speed. It 

turned into human form and fell into the crowd on the altar. Blood was spilling out from the injury it 

received on its back, forcing him down from the skies. Such a thing was normally unimaginable for a 

superior creature like itself. 

The bird, however, never expected Shi Hao’s hatred for it to be so deep. He charged at it with such 

ferocity that it almost seemed as if he didn’t care about his own life. 

The devilish brat went mad after seeing it, as if he had forgotten about everything else. Covered in 

blood, he dashed at the bird again. 

Even the onlookers had realized that it was a battle of life and death. The two seemed to be closely 

stuck to each other, and those who dared to stand in Shi Hao’s way would end up in misery. The crowd 

relaxed a little bit, because this was a breather that was hard to come by. As a result, the sparrow ended 

up in a miserable state. It could not hide in the crowd even after transforming into a human form. Shi 

Hao had gone crazy, attacking it with everything he had. 

At this moment, blood flew everywhere and precious techniques were used. Both parties had gone mad 

with bloodshot eyes, trying to kill the other as soon as possible. The Heaven Swallowing Sparrow turned 

into a black-clad middle-aged man. He seemed extremely robust and powerful. Holding magical artifacts 

in his hands, the man fought intensely against Shi Hao. 

Pu. 

Finally, with a slash of the broken sword, the middle-aged man cried out. One of his arms had been 

chopped off. Its eyes were full of anger and resentment. 

Back then, the sparrow had almost been cut in half by ghost grandpa. Had the ghost grandpa not been in 

a terrible condition, it would have been killed. Who would know that several years later, it ran into this 

broken sword again and was injured a second time? Moreover, the opponent this time was a mere 

youth at the Spirit Transformation level. How could it swallow its anger? 



However, it didn’t matter how angry the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow was. Shi Hao did not give up and 

continuously attacked it with everything he had. In the end, with a slash from the sword, he was sliced in 

half at the waist. Blood began to spill all over the ground. 

“You... No!” 

The Heaven Swallowing Sparrow cried out loudly, feeling like it had been too unlucky. It was the 

supreme expert of its region, commanding over the great wastelands and ruling everything under the 

skies. However, its spirit body was about to fall here. 

He was not the only supreme expert here, but the devilish brat targeted only him, not attacking anyone 

else. It was absolutely furious, but there was nothing it could do. 

Did this mean that it would miss the opportunity of obtaining the Kun Peng precious techniques? It was 

unwilling to accept this, and continuously roared. 

“Go to hell!” Kicking away its lower half with one foot, Shi Hao stepped onto its chest with the other 

foot and looked down at it. 

The Heaven Swallowing Sparrow was dumbfounded at first, but it soon erupted with fury. The 

experience of being sliced in half from the waist and then trodden on was unimaginable. This was worse 

than a public decapitation! 

Who were we talking about here? Its vicious name was known throughout the great wastelands, and it 

could overpower all the experts under the heavens within its region. When its name was mentioned, 

who wouldn’t feel frightened? This was the the unrivalled Heaven Swallowing Sparrow! 

However, it was now lying under the heel of a youth. Such shame and humiliation was inconceivable for 

a creature like itself. 

In fact, it had never experienced something like this since birth. It had grown up ruling over everyone, 

never seeing such supreme youths in its childhood. 

Yet now, it was tasting both frustration and shame. 

“You...” It spat out a mouthful of blood and bellowed. 

Shi Hao did not have time to waste, because the crowd was still attacking him. The sword struck down at 

once, decapitating the sparrow with a pu sound. 

Filled with resentment and fury, the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow turned into a shower of light before 

disappearing. Its spirit body was destroyed. 

At the same time, at the end of the sea, a giant black bird erupted with violent fury. The bird blotted out 

the sky and covered the sun as its body swept across the firmament. One could not tell its size as it 

soared within the sky. 

“After killing my spirit body, I will not let you off as long as I still have a breath in me!” This was the 

original body of the Heaven Swallowing Sparrow, and it was extremely angry. At this moment, it was not 

aware that it died at the hands of a youth, and thought that a supreme expert had killed it. 



Waves undulated in the sea as an old grey Flood Dragon emerged from the water. Its endless body 

spread li after li, appearing extremely terrifying. The part above the sea surface alone was larger than a 

boundless mountain. 

Meanwhile, mighty beings were appearing from all directions. A Bi’an stood tall in the sky and was 

shining brightly, resembling a deity worshipped by ancestors of the archaic time. 

The outer regions of the restricted seas were no longer peaceful. Supreme experts had arrived from 

various regions to await the results. They called back their spirit bodies, which was of course to intercept 

anyone who received any real gains from this place. 

They dared not enter in their original form. If they died inside, that would truly not be worthwhile. 

No one was willing to give up, however. Beings as mighty as them all went crazy after hearing about the 

discovery of the precious technique. This was a supreme technique that could even tempt deities! 

At this moment, even the relatively reserved grandfather of Yun Xi, the purple-clothed teenage girl of 

Heavenly Mountain had arrived, let alone the others. 

Supreme experts of Southern Meteoric Divine Mountain, Mount Yi and Demonic Spirit Lake had all 

arrived. The mightiest beings of the Great Wasteland had all arrived to wait for the result, hoping their 

spirit bodies and descendants would obtain something in there. 

These people could all command regions within the Great Wasteland and rule over endless lands. They 

had gathered here, waiting silently for the final result. 

There were some who believed that there were supreme experts that entered in their original forms, 

but in reality, all of them were waiting outside. 

Currently, the atmosphere within the northern sea was extremely tense. The creatures from all different 

clans were all deadly silent, not daring to reveal their presence. The sea area was incredibly terrifying, 

and waves of pressure were spreading in all directions. 

The truly great event was about to happen! 

If the Kun Peng precious techniques did show up, these people would fight until the heaven and earth 

were destroyed. Had the archaic deities still lived, they would definitely descend to this place and fight 

for such a treasure! 

A violent storm was brewing. The atmosphere was becoming increasingly tense! 

Needless to say, the North Sea would become chaotic, and the nine heavens would even be breached. 

The scene of a war among the mightiest experts would be apocalyptic. 

At this moment, the battle was still going on inside the Kun Peng cavern. Atop that altar, Shi Hao’s body 

was in tatters. As powerful as he was, after going through so many bloody battles, he was on the verge 

of collapsing. 

He sighed inwardly. Was he really going to flee for his life using the bone pagoda? However, he truly 

wasn’t willing! This was a one-time life saving opportunity. Wasting it like this was would be too much of 

a pity. He still wanted to make his way out on his own. 



In reality, the crowd was even more reluctant to continue fighting. They were terrified by the might of 

this incredible youth. As he weaved in and out, countless creatures had died at his hand. 

From among the supreme experts, four or five had already be hacked to death, dying miserably here. 

If these news got out, the Great Wastelands would surely be thrown into absolute disorder. This was 

truly young supreme youth, and his fame was going to resound through the vast lands. 

“No, something weird is going on.” Right when Shi Hao was about to use the little pagoda in his hair, he 

felt something peculiar. 

He was still hesitating and making his last effort. With the Kun Peng’s primordial symboled bone in hand, 

he summoned the symbols only he was able to see previously from walking down the Kun Peng’s path. 

Even though he could not understand it, he imitated and activated it within his palm. He poured them 

into the bone to see if anything miraculous would happen. 

He felt that some kind of miraculous divine might might happen. After all, the item left behind by the 

Kun Peng was definitely not ordinary, so it must have some deeply profound meanings hidden inside. 

Soon after, he became stupefied. The bone produced a paragraph of text that was projected into his 

mind. The text told him that the precious technique was not flawless, and that what was recorded was 

merely a third of the complete form. 

Shi Hao almost went crazy in that moment. After risking his own life and nearly getting himself killed 

here, it was now telling him that the precious technique was incomplete? He truly felt rather 

unreconciled! 

A wave of frustration filled his heart. One-third of the precious technique might still allow him to shake 

everything under the heavens and sweep through the Great Wastelands, but it was still fell short of his 

expectations. 

Just as he was being distracted, magical artifacts summoned by several supreme experts arrived and 

smashed onto his chest. With a kacha sound, the devilish brat received several injuries in succession, 

and even his bones were broken. 

Those were extremely powerful magical artifacts from the archaic era. It was already quite amazing that 

he wasn’t smashed into pieces on the spot. This was due to his strong physical body. 

Chi! 

A spear was flew at him, almost piercing through his body. Blood splashed outwards, and Shi Hao cried 

aloud as he stumbled backwards. He sank into a desperate state. 

Frantic attacks came from all sides as the powerful individuals all attacked him. 

Shi Hao’s eyes flashed with coldness as he quickly fended off these attacks. He was frustrated and 

unwilling. Using all of his effort, he operated the symbols in his palm. Why was there only a third of the 

legacy? 

Hong! 



Right at that time, the Kun Peng bone in his hand lit up. The center of the altar exploded, and it turned 

out that this was where the precious bone was being displayed. 

With several wenglong sounds, rivers of stars appeared and surrounded the entire altar. Spiritual and 

divine aura filled the place, astonishing everyone. 

Giant majestic-looking stars circled around, as if a stellar sky had descended and emerged above the 

altar. The crowd felt they were brought into the cosmos. 

At the same time, a black cave appeared at the place where the altar used to be. The words ‘Devil 

Refining’ was inscripted at the entrance of the cave. Gruesome wuwu sounds came out of the cave. 

“It’s... the Devil Refining Cave of the Kun Peng! Heavenly ranked vicious beasts and archaic deities 

caught by Kun Peng were all thrown into the cave and suppressed to death!” The crowd shuddered. 

They did not expect to see the legendary devil cave here. All of them became horrified. 

The cave was pitch-dark and unusual roars were coming out from it. It was as they had travelled through 

time and space from the archaic ages. 

Compared to the glistening star river above, it looked like a black hole connecting to hellish abyss, 

creating a stark contrast. 

“Let’s deal with it later. Kill him first!” The crowd charged forward again to attack Shi Hao. 

A group of people rushed over to suppress Shi Hao. This time, it seemed like he could no longer fend 

them off and was smashed away. Blood gushed out of his mouth, and he lost hold of the Kun Peng bone, 

which split into six pieces and fell into different directions. 

The agitated crowd rushed forward in a frenzy. 

Shi Hao seemed seemed to be in a extremely weak state. He could not stand still and kept stumbling 

backwards. 

“You should go down there!” The spirit body of the Elder Flood Dragon appeared. His palm struck over, 

and at the same time, there were a few other old characters and supreme experts that took action. They 

summoned their symbols and smashed Shi Hao down into the Devil Refining Cave. 

Many sighed. The supreme youth was finally taken out. This was truly not an easy accomplishment. How 

many people did he single-handedly kill? Even supreme experts had become corpses at his hand. 

“Haha, we finally killed him!” Someone released a carefree laugh. That youth was absolutely dreadful. If 

they let him reached adulthood, few would be able to restrain him then. 

Even the supreme experts sighed with relief. Had the supreme youth managed to rise to greatness, even 

they themselves would have to bow before him. To let him die like this was the best situation. 

Killing the supreme youth had lifted a heavy load from the minds of many sect ancestors and supreme 

experts. The youth had given them so much pressure and was exceedingly terrifying. 

Some felt sorry that such a talented youth had blossomed so briefly. He had only started to shine before 

being exterminated. 



Yun Xi, the purple-clothed girl, sighed as well. The savage kid was truly rather frightening, possessing an 

incomparable talent in cultivation, yet he had died at such an early age. 

The crowd on the altar was only emotional for a while before they threw themselves into the great 

battle again. The place was boiling as the crowd fought and ravened crazily over the six pieces of Kun 

Peng bone. 

Inside the Devil Refining Cave, Shi Hao was still falling. Wind whistling by his ears. He was not angrily at 

all. Instead, a smile even appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

He did not fall down because he was drained of strength. He could fly back there if he really wanted to. 

The reason for his fall was because he had seen through the secret of the Kun Peng bone and purposely 

allowed the attacks of the others to send him down. 

“You guys can fight all you want. Better still, fight until the heaven and earth are destroyed and the 

supreme experts from divine mountains even come. I’m finally free.” Wiping away the blood from the 

corner of his mouth, the devilish brat smiled happily. 

 


